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Abstract 

This research suggests that the resolution of contüct occurs in only certain types of 

parent-adolescent/young-adult relationships. Older-adolescents and young-adults 

@=252) compteted an open-ended and qualitatively infonned questionnaire regarding 

conflicts and conflict resolution strategies with their parents. Results were analyzed by 

anachment type and parenting-style, and supported aU hypotheses. In general, securely 

attached and authontatively parented participants reported no differences in total conflicts 

with parents, but resolved significantly more conflicts by corning to a mutual consensus, 

compared to insecures/authontarians who reported that the younp-adult usually prevailed. 

A relationship rapprochement with the parent is more likely to occur in 

secure/authoritative relationships that have resolved conflicts. A link, From a synthesis of 

past research and results of this study. was proposed between attachment type and 

parenting-style, suggesting that these two conaructs are parts of a single underlying 

construct. referred to as relationship quality. The discussion focused on this link, 

suggestions for improving parent-adolescent/young adult relationships, and the promise of 

these findings for future research. 
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Introduction 

"You can choose your Fnends. but you can't choose your family." My 

grandmother offered those words of advice to me many years ago. Mvice that is stiil 

!rue ioday, Tor family rela~ioiiships, by thzir very nature, are çornpulsory. Su, beininp 

'stuck with' onc's family can at timcs bc a blcssing, whilc at othcr timcs it can bc a cursc. 

This is true particularly during adolescence when the level of family conflict between 

parents and adolescents has been suggested by some research to be relatively high 

(Monternayor & Flannery, 1 99 1 ). 

Casual observation tells us that some parents and their adolescents 'get along' 

relatively well with one another, while otliers do not, and that tlis trend continues into 

ûdulthood, with some parents and their now adult-children 'çetting dong' while others do 

not. Some have quality relationships while othen do not. The question is why. What 

makes these two heuristically-labeled çroups different from one another? How do 

adolescents and young-adults interact in relationships with parents with whom they do 

not, or cannot, 'get along'? What happens to the parent-adolescent/young-adult 

relationship as a result? 

Everyone is involved in many different relationships in their lives, of which the 

parent-adolescent/young-adult relationship is just one. When any of these other 

relationships reach a point where the participants are no longer 'gettinç dong' with others 

in the relationship, they have two options. They can address the major issues and resolve 

thcm or thcy can cnd thc rclationship. In cithcr casc. thc issucs usualiy ccasc to cxist. 

Such is not necessarily the case in parent-adolescent relationships. The option of 

endinç t his compulsory relationship hecause participants cannot 'get along' does not exist. 

We can never really end the relationship with our parents. To us. they will always be our 

parents, and to them we wiil always, and sometimes even atEectionately, be referred to as 

their children. Thus, if not resolved, the major issues in these relationships do not just ga 

away. rather they canyover into adulthood, becoming the topic of books about 'making 

peace' with one's parents (e-g., Bloomfield, 1983) and with one's adult children (e.g., 

Smith, 1991); "For it is usually not that we want to relate to our parents as Iittie children, 

but as one adult to another" (Halpern, 1977, p. 220). 



Major issues in pareni-wlolrsçent relationships olten involve wnfliçt, or as Shantz 

(1987) has put it, compcting goals. Indccd. contlict is a componcnt of, and has bccn uscd 

in pan to descnbe rnany different types of relationships (e.g., fnends, teacher-student, 

employee-employer, parents-children) (Bigelow. Tesson, & Lewko. 1992). Thus. it seems 

contlict is an inherent part of almost wery relationship. Contlict has been operationally 

defined throughout the literature in various ways (see Laursen & Collins (1994) for a 

review of this contentious issue). For the present study, conflict refers to issues that 

participants self-define (cf srnetana, 1989) as being irnponant to them, or that keep 

cominy up over and over again, in their relationships with their parents. 

Some research has found the peak of parent-adolescent confiict to occur in early- 

to mid-adolescence (Bigelow, Levin, & C u ~ i n g ,  1994; Furman & Buhrrneister, 1992). By 

late-adolescence, other research finds that parents and adolescents usually have a more 

egalitarian, or fiend-like relationship (Youniss & Smollar, 1985). So, the question is: 

"How do those parents and adolescents who were in codict with one another become 

fiiend-like?" To be sure, not everyone becomes fiiends with their parents. Obviously, 

something happens in the relationship dunng adolescence that either reduces the level of 

çonfliçt or perpetuates it. Laursen and Collins ( 1  994) suggrtstwl that it is nul çonfliçts 

s, which damagc rclationships, instcad it is thosc conflicts which rcmain unrcsolvcd ovcr 

long periods of time. Thus, while studying conflict in parent-adolescent relationships has 

heen usehl in the past ( e . ~ . ,  Smetana, 1989), the current study suggested that studying 

participants' reports of conflict resolution in these relationships might be much more 

informative, especially with regards to the outcome of these relationships in later- 

adolescence and early-adulthood. In referring to the time period of late-adolescence and 

early-adulthood, that is the ages 18 to 26. this study referred to late adolescents and young 

adults collectively as young adults. 

Which parent -adolescent relationships b y late-adolescence/early-adult hood ac hieve 

the outcome of conflict resolution between the participants? How do these relationships 

differ fiom those which do not achieve confiid resolution? What are the key features of 

these relationships which promote the resolution of conflict, and which features interfere, 

hinder or prevent confikt from being resolved? The present study is directed at 



understanding the parent/youny-dult reiolionship rrom the diCTerenlial ayproacties of 

attachmcnt typc and parcnting-stylc in an cffort to uncloak thcsc fcaturcs and thus 

ultimately to heyin to answer these questions. 



Literriture Review 

Whether or not conflict with parents reaches a peak in adolescence is a hotly 

debated topic within the literature. Codict however, is a relational construct (Bigelow. 

Levin, t Cunning, 1994). That is, we require another person in order to be in contiict; we 

cannot be in conflict alone. When viewed from a social-relations perspective, which 

emp hasizes develo pmental continuity and gradua1 change in the context of maintained 

close relationships, conflict has a clearly defined developmental pattern. According to 

Blos (1967), one of the main goais of adolescence is individuation, which is often achieved 

through codict between adolescents and parents. The curent study addresses the 

question of why sorne pûrent/young-adult dyads resolve the contlicts between them while 

others do not, by examinhg conflict. and more importantly the resolution of cod ia ,  in 

different types of parent/youngadult relationships. 

Conflict in Adolescence 

Launen and Collins ( 1994) reviewed the literature on conflict in adolescence and 

found a lack of consistent empirical support for heightened conflict levels during 

adolescence. They concluded that this research is inconsistent largeiy due to wide 

variations in rnethodology. Qualitative methods (e.g., i n t e~ews)  tind this aye-related 

pe& and thus appcar sensitive to the changes theorized to occur in parent-adolescent 

relationships during this tirne, whiie quantitative rnethods (e.g., the number of minutes 

spent in conflict) do not. 

Social relations research shows age-related changes in the intensity of codict 

t hroughout adolescence. Using essays, Bigelow et al. (1 994) found that parent-adolescent 

çoniliçt escalates in oarly adolescence, as parents initially resist, befm they eventually 

relinquish age-appropriate control over to their children (Maccoby, 1984; Minuchin, 

1985). Using questionnaires, F u m  and Buhrmeister (1 992) found that relational 

conflia, as well as the perccived power that parcnts have, both mach theû pcak in early- 

to nid-adolescence. Sirnilarly, Youniss and Smoiiar (1985) indicated that by late- 



adolescence, the parent-adolescent rrlationship has beconie more prer-like, and that 

control within thc rclationship is morc cgalitarian, or sharcd. bctwccn thc participants. 

Since conflicts frequently reduce interactions hetween parents and adolescents 

(Laurscn & Collins, 1994), wc can infcr fiom Youniss and SmoUar's (1985) finding that 

contlict levels may have significantly decreased by late-adolescence, as a hnction of 

increased cioseness, although these authors did not measure conflict directly. These three 

selected studies. among others examining. parent-adolescent relationships. indicate a 

developmental trend of increased contlict in early adolescence and reduced conflict in late- 

adolescence. 

Consistent wit h this perspective. Collins and Laursen ( 1992) suggested that 

contlict is best understood as a hnction of (Le., the interactions between) the panicipants 

in the reiationship, rather than attributing the source of the contlict to characteristics (Le., 

personality, temperament, etc.) of the individuals themselves. Lt follows then that to best 

understand contlict and contlict resoiution, research might be most successful in iooking at 

the features of relationships. Thus far. research has not done this in sufficient depth, and I 

contend that it is partly for this reason that Laursen and Collins (1994) found the literature 

LU be inconsisteni. I suggesi lhai it is no lonyer suficient LU examina parent- 

child/adolcsccnt rclationships fiom thc standpoint of gcndcr donc (i.c.. mothcr-son, 

father-daughter, etc., cf Youniss & Smollar. 1985). Rather, research has to go funher by 

axamining relationships according t o  their feiitures within these gender suhyroups in 

tems of salient conflict content. and by so doing attend to the diflerent types of 

relationships which we know (through casual observation) to exist. So, a concern o f  this 

thesis was to beyin to understand wliat features of parent-adolescent relationships are 

likely to contribute to the resoiution of parent/young-adult contlict in terms which are 

meaninyful to the participants. Two feaiures which are central to these relationships are 

parenting-style and attachent type. 

Elder (1962) first proposed that there may be stnicturd differences in the ways 

that parents raise their children. Baumind (1 97 1; 1991) cku-acterized parenting-style on 



two dimensioiis: support and çontroi. Authontativt! parents score hiyh on control, but 

also high in suppon of thcir adolcsccnts. Thcy firmly control thcir adolcsccnts, and 

w m l y  respond to their needs, while always encouraying democratic yive-and-take in the 

relationship. Authoritarian parcnts score hi@ on control, but low in suppon. Thcy oficn 

do not explain their niles, instead expecting adolescents merely to comply. Permissive 

parents are the opposite. scoring low on control, but high in support. These parents 

exercise alniost no control over their adolescents. often yiving them whatever they ask for. 

Rejecting-neglecting parents score Iow on both dimensions, and rarely control or respond 

to their adolescents' needs. 

Baumrind (1 97 1 ; 1972; 1989; 199 1 ), dong with othcr rcscarchcrs ( c g ,  Stcinbcrg, 

Elmen, & Mounts, 1989), clearly identified differential outcornes in children and 

adolescents in many areas (es., sçhool performance, social wmpetency, self-rsteem, etc.) 

as a fùnction of parenting-styles. In fact, afler twenty years of research. Baumrind (1991) 

conciuded that, in general, adoiescent deveiopment is enhanced by the reciprocal and 

balanced interactions of authoritative parents, and hindered by the directive or detached 

interactions of less democratic parents. For example, Fuligni and Eccles (1993) studied 

conflict in eariy-adolescence and found that those early-adolescents who perceived their 

parents as highiy controlling, and who round few opportunities 10 participate in decision 

making, had an extrerne peer orientation. That is, they became overly-involved with their 

peers, (i.e., spendinç tirne, seeking career advice, etc.), in tum distancing themselves from 

their parents, and mpturing the parent-adolescent relationship somewhat pre-maturely. 

For the more verbally (versus behaviourally) based relationships of adolescence 

and adulthood (cf Duck. 1995), one o f  the areas where these parenting-styles differ is in 

the amount and method of communication between the parent and the adolescent. If 

adolescents who perceive few oppominities to communicate with their parents regarding 

fmdy  decisions tum to their fnends, and this in turn creates conûict within the parent- 

adolescent relationship (Fuligni & Eccles, 1993; Smetana, 1987); and if conflicts fùrther 

reduce interactions between parents and adolescents (Laursen & Collins, 1994), then it 

follows that different types of parenting-styles may influence how conflict is resolved or 

not resolved, within the parently oung-adult relationship. 1 suggest that authontatively 



raiseci adolescrnis, by the oaiurr: or ihe democrdtiç and open çornmunicatiition t k y  hiive 

with thcir parcnts, would bc in a rclativcly advantagcd position from which to rcsolvc 

conflicts with these parents, compared to adolescents raised under other parentiny-styles. 

Attachment T p e  

Freud ( 1  923) first suggested that the relationship between a mother and her  child 

has effects which can be seen throughout the Iifespan. Bowlby ( 1969) conceptualized this 

bond, or connection, between an infant and her caregiver as attachent, and suggested 

that infants forrn internai working models of this bond based on their own unique 

experiences. Ainsworih and her colleagues (Ainsworth, Bell & Stayton; 1 97 1 ; 

Ainsworth, Blehar, Walters, & Wall, 1978) indicated that children form either secure, 

insecure-avoidant, or insecure-ambivalent attachments to their caregivers. Secure 

attachments are charactenzed by the infant using the careyiver as a secure base fiom 

which to explore their surroundings, and by close affectional ties between caregiver and 

infant. Insecure-avoidant attachments are characterized by neutral emotions in the  infant 

and few affectional responses by the caregiver. Finally, insecure-ambivalent attachments 

are çtülraçierimd by rrriotiorial trnsiori arrd altrmating dinghy and rivuidmi behaviours 

cxhibitcd by thc infant. 

Attachment is not just an infant developmental concept. which has been boaowed 

and, perhaps wrongly, applied to children, adolescents and/or adults; rather it haï endurin$ 

salience for them. In fact, researchers suggest that both infants and ciuldren CO-reylate 

(Fogel, 1993) with their caretaken, and are scaffolded (Rogoff, 1990) by them. Co- 

regdation refers to a continuous process of communicatio~ in which the words and.or 

actions of one of the participants in a relationship take into account the previous 

worddactions of the other participant, such that the words/actions of both participants 

share equally in the process of defining the behaviours andor meanings within the 

relationship (Fogel, 1993). 'Saking a chapter from Vygotsky (1 978), Rogoff (1 990) 

suggests that scdoiding, occurs when adults create environrnents that support children's 

current skills andor knowledge, while at the same time chaiienging these children to push 

themselves to the next level, thereby gaining a greater degree of cornpetence. These rwo 
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interatciive processes (ço-regulation and scfilding) have the effeçi of çonstruçting a 

modcl for thc child (in which thc child is an activc participant) of the world in a cultural 

context, that is in the context of being connected to others. 

Hill and Holmbeck (1986) concluded that "secure attachments estabiished in 

childhood appear to endure through adolescence" (pp. 157). Roberts (1991) extended 

this finding into early-adulthood, noting that late-adolescents assessed as securely attached 

upon entering university also completed university as securely attached young-adults. 

Anachment type has also been shown to be a significant prediaor of adult partner choice 

(Latty-Mann & Davis, 1996) and marital stability (Kirkpatrick & Davis, 1994). Hazan and 

Shaver (1987) conceptualized adult love relationships in ternis of attachment types, 

concluding that adults were indeed able to classi@ themselves into one of three attachment 

types based on paragaph descriptions of these types, and that the best predictor of the 

type of adult love reiationship was the type of attachment relationship that individuals had 

(or still have) with their parents. Attachent bonds formed in infancy appear to have 

effects which have an impact well into later life. Freud (1923), it appears, was nght. 

However, as with parenting-style, the idluence of attachment on the paredyoung-adult 

relaiionship has not b a n  adequately explorai. 

Although thc stability of attachmcnt ratings has bccn callcd into qucstion rcccntly 

(Baldwin and Fehr, 1995; Wintre, YafTee, & Crowley, 1999, Baldwin and Fehr (1995) 

concluded that attachment ratings appear reliable when measured concurrentlv with other 

variables, rather than being used as a screening test to determine group membership for 

later research. The iraditional psychoanaiytic perspective of adolescence, that of severing 

early incestuous relationship ties with family, and replacing them with les-incestuous ties 

to peers, has not been upheld in the literature (Hill & Holmbeck, 1986). Indeed, Quintana 

and Lapsley ( 1 990) concluded that ". . . there is a growing empincal and theoretical 

consensus that attachment to parents should be incorporated into theories of adolescent 

individuation" (pp. 3 73). 

Secureiy attached individuals, in this case young-adults, are (like their infant 

counterparts) free to explore (cf, Ainsworth et al, 197 1 ; 1978) their environment, but do 

so more through communication than motor behaviour (cf. Duck, 1995). They know, or 



have çonfidsriçr in the Iàçt, that the relationsliip tliey have with their wretakrr (their 

parcnts). will be thcrc for thcm. likc a sccurc basc (cf. Ainsworth ct al., 1971), whcn thcy 

retum to it. That is, the parents will be physically, emotionally and comrnunicatively 

available to openly interact with the young-adult, and the connection between them will be 

unaltered despite the tjme spent apart. On the other hand, insecurely attached Young- 

adults either forget the relationship (like their insecure-avoidant infant counterparts) and 

spend al1 their time exploring, rarely if ever rehirning to the base, or alternate between 

exploring and retuming to base in a haphazard and unpredictable marner (lke insecure- 

ambivalent infants), because they are not confident that this relationship will be unaltered if 

they spent tirne away. That is, their intemal mode1 of the attachent bond (cf Bowlby, 

1969) between themselves and their parents - which i s  based on their own unique 

experiences - is inconsistent, such that sometimes their caregivers *il1 be seen to be 

available to them when they retum. and sometimes they will not. If young-adults are 

linsure of the co~ect ion between them and their parents, then it stands to reason that 

communications between them miyht be adversely affected, and thus the resolution of 

contlicts between them rnight also be afYected. I suggest that attachent type rnight 

influence how coniliçt is resolvd, suçh thai securely attached youny-adults, by the nature 

of thc opcn and intcractivc rclationship they havc with thcir parents, arc in an advantagcd 

position for resolving conflicts, compared to those who are insecurely attached. 

Linking Attachment T-pe and Parentin 

Thus far, the lines of research referred to as attachment and parenting-style have, 

for the most part, existed separately within the same body of literature. Attachent type 

refers to an emotionai bond, while parenting-style refers essentially to supportive and 

directive behaviours, and prrhaps this is why they are rrlegated to sepamte çhapters in 

many dcvclopmcntal tcxts (c.g. Bukatko & Dachlcr, 1992). A synthcsis of this literaturc 

sugests that attachment type and parenting-style might be addressing a common theme, 

and thus rnight somehow be related. From a theoretical perspective, they appear related 

based on the similarities in the categorical descriptions of secure/insecure and 

authoritativdauthoritarian etc. reiationships. From an empirical perspective, they might be 



related b a s d  ori the siriiilarities in findinys koni separate studim on a wide vanety UT 

outcomc masures (c.g.. social compctcncy. (Watcrs, Wippman. & Sroufc, 1979). sclf- 

esteem, (Loeb, Horst & Honon, 1980); and school performance, (Dombush, Ritter, 

Leideman. Roberts. & Fraleigh 1987). to name only a few). between secure and 

authoritative on one hand, and between insecure and other parenting-styles on the other. 

That is, those who are securely attached and authoritatively parented consistently score 

better than tliose insecurely attached and autlioritarianly parented on the above-mentioned 

measures. 

The literature refen to attachrnent as children fonniny an emotional relationship of 

a certain type to their parents, that is, the child attaches to the parent (e.g., Bowlby, 

1969). 'I'he literature also refers to parenting-style as parents behaving in a particular 

manner towards their children, that is. the parents parent their children ( e g ,  Daumrind, 

1991). It may be convenient, and even efficient, to converse within the literature in these 

unidirectional ternis, yet researchers acknowledge that certain behaviours (e.g., prompt 

respondiny to their child's cries) on the part of parents elicit certain (e.8.. secure) 

attachments ( e g ,  Chess & Thomas, 1982), and that cenain behaviours on the part of 

çhildren (e. g., non-cornpliance) elicit certain parentingstyie (e. B., authontarian) 

bchaviours ( cg . ,  Crockcnbcrç & Litman. 1990). Rogoff (1990) put this most succinctly : 

" ... a focus on either actor must be accompanied by the recognition that the other [aaor] is 

also active and that decisions and actions are made in the context of the athers' decisions 

and actions." (pg. 87). 

As far as the iiterature review conducted for this study could determine, 

researchers have not combined the basic typologies developed by Ainswonh et al. (1971; 

1978) and Baumrind (1971; 1973) within a single study. Nthough it is plausible that the 

sirnilar findings on outcome rneasures could be independently attnbutable, as the above- 

mentioned research has shown. to either attachment type or parenting-style without these 

two being necesswily related in any systematic manner, I suggest that their cornrnon 

effects on development teveal a fùndamentai link. An additional concem of this study is to 

explore the possibility of the existence of this link, and to attempt a rudimentary 

understanding of it . 



Muçh of the above-noted litrraiurr bris suggrstcd the advantages of' secure ovcx 

insccurc rclationships, and of authoritativc ovcr non-authontativc rclationships, to thc cnd 

that the secure and authoritative relationship appears to be the theoretical ideal. That is, 

the literature suggests that there mav be some essential dserence in the quality of such a 

relationship compared to insecure or authoritarian (etc.) ones. If indeed this is the ideal 

parent-chiWadolescent relationship, then adolescents raised in it should be more 

appreciative of the relationship they have with their parents than those adolescents raised 

in other relationships. That is, adolescents' ratings of the importance of this relationship 

and their satisfaction with it should be higher in secure and authoritative relationships. 

Indeed, Griffin and Bartholomew (1 994) found that their secure prototype was positively 

related to relationship satisfaction, while al1 three of their insecure prototypes were 

negatively related to satisfaction. 

The Social Constmction of Relationshi~s 

"If men define situations as real, (then) they are real in their consequences" 

(Thomas & Thomas. 1928, pg. 573). Thus, what is 'real', in this case contlicts between 

young-adults and their parents, is socially consmicted. Duck (1994) has suggested that 

the descriptions of a relationship provided by its participants dehes its rneaning. and 

further that people respond and act in relationships as rnuch to the meaninys that are 

generated (Duck. 1995) as they do to the behaviours which actually occur in these 

relationships. That is, a relationship rnay have a different meaning to each participant 

based on their own perception, or 'reatity', of the relationship. Thus, conflicts in a 

relationship may not be major issues until participants detine them so, that is, until they 

give the codicts nieaning. By extension ihen, codlicts are not resolved until participants 

also dcfinc thcm so, that is, ontil rcsolutions arc dcfincd by rclationship participants as 

being meaninçful to them. Past research (Smetana, 1989) has used this 'codict as 

participant-defined' approach to understand the meanings that parents and adolescents 

give to the common everyday contlias in their relationships. 

Fogel(1993) referred to the process of relationship participants mutuaiiy ascribing 

meanings to events in their relationships as CO-construction. Harvey, Weber and Orbuch 



( 1  990) suggélrst thst individuds bave accourits - or stories as Steinberg ( 1  995) calls [hem - 
of thcir rclationships, which arc rich with mcaning and which v a q  bctwccn thc rclationship 

participants. Meyrowitz (1986) suyyested that these stories even Vary from one 

recounting to the next depending upon the audience: "We tell different tniths. to different 

people, at diftèrent times" (py., 4). 

Past research (Laursen & Collins, 1994) suggests that qualitative methods (e. g., 

self-reports) might be the preferred means through which to study the meanings of various 

contlicts and conflict resolutions in parent-young-adult relationships. Other researchers 

(e.g., Lamborn, Mounts, Steinberg, & Dombusch. 199 1 )  have supported the validity of 

self-repons to address the meanings generated in relationships, and funher noted that by 

using adolescents' sel f-reports, researchers avoid the sampliny biases towards an 

overrepresentation of weil-functioning adolescentlparent dyads demonstrated (see 

Weinberger, Tublin, Ford, & Feldman, 1990) to occur when ushg parents' self-reports. 

The present study, focuses on young-adults' self-reports of the social construction of 

contlicts, and of contlict resolutions, with their parents, and argues that attachrnent type 

and parentingstyle, as central features of parent-adolescent relationships, and as perceived 

by t hr yourig-adul t, are intricatrly involved in thesr! acwunts or con fliçt resolution. T hese 

subjcctivc sclf-rcports may or may not havc anything to do with what actually, or 

objectively, occurs in this relationship. In fact, Laursen and Collins ( 1994) in their review 

found that actual conflict hehaviours show no significant relationship to age. Nonetheless, 

as homo narranus (humankind as storyteller, cf MyerhoK 1978) we respond in 

relationships to both meanings and behaviours (cf Duck, 1995). 

Having reviewed attachment type, parenting-style and now the social construction 

of relationships, it is usefid to pause to examine these concepts fkom a different 

perspective. The present study asserts that attachment type and parenting-style are 

involved in parent/young-adult conflia resolution due to the nature of the communication 

processes which are (or are not) CO-constructed within these relationships. To quote 

Marshall McLuhan (1964): "The medium is the message." (pg., 23). In other words, the 

message of any communication medium "..is the change of..pattem that it introduces into 

human aEairs." (pg., 24). McLuhan goes on to suggest that ail medium e i s t  with 



cultural nlatrixm, and rur~her that what he Jes~ribes as hot nirdia (c.g., television) neither 

rcquircs nor invitcs audicncc participation. whcrcas cool mcdia ( c g ,  radio) docs rcquirc 

that the messase be completed by the audience. The point is made when one considers 

what is involved in listening to a hockey game on the radio versus watching it on TV. In 

terms of parent/young-adult relationships then. the medium through which messages are 

delivered (or not delivered) between parents and young-adults becomes the message. 

Note that McLuhan makes no reference to the content of the message. That is, it matters 

little what the news-anchor on the television is saying because the message of television 

(paraphrased) is: "the audience need not participate". .So, the manner in which, or the 

medium through which parents and young-adults communicate with each other, regardless 

of the content of their words, becomes the message. 'l'his message either encourages co- 

construction of contlict resolution, or interferes with it. The present study suggests that 

attachment type and parenting-style are intricately involved in the manner in which parents 

and young-adults communicate, and therefore intricately involved in the messages both 

sent and perceived by both participants. 

Rapprochement stems from the French verb ra~procher, meaning to come 

together. In English, it refers to the establishing, or especially the re-establishing, of 

Friendly and harmonious reiations. The tern rapprochement refers to the third phase of 

Mahler, Pine, and Deryman's ( 1975) theory of separation-individuation in early-childhood. 

Recall that Blos (1967) identified adolescence as the second period of individuation. 

Various researchers (Baumrind, 199 L; Blos, 1962; Hill & Holmbeck, 1986; Quintana & 

Lapsley, 1990) advanced contemporary theories of individuation, or autonomy, that 

emphasize transformed, but still maintained, family relationships. Josselson ( 1988) has 

predicted that ". . . rapprochement is about preserving the bonds of relationships in the 

presence of increased autonomy." (pg. 1 95). The task of adolescent rapprochement then, 

is to develop autonomy while still maintaining a connection to parents (Quintana & 

Lapsley, 1990). Blos ( 1 967) and Greenberger ( 1974) respectively identified individuation 



and psyçbosoçid matuiity - or autorioncy - as one or Llie inain goals of adolesçcriw, a gosi 

normally achicvcd by latc-adolcsccncc or carly-adulthood. 

Admittedly, the term rapprochement haî a certain developmental connotation to it 

based on both the French and Endish definitions. Since the present audy does not 

address the developmental changes which may occur in contlict levels between parents and 

young-adults, the use of the term rapprochement in rhis study will. in keeping with past 

research (i-e., Mahler et al., 1975, Josselson, 1988), refer only to a state (or phase) of a 

relationship. Thus, rapprochement is a term describing the positive, or higher quality state 

of parentlyoung-adult relationships. These relationships, in theory, achieve a state of 

rapprochement if the parent and adolescentlyoung-adult maintain their connection with 

each ot her, while at the sarne time the adolescent/young-aduIt becomes autonomous. 'l'his 

relationship has failed to achieve the state of rapprochement, according to Josselson's 

(1988) definition, if either this connection is broken, or if the adolescent/young-adult has 

not developed t heir au tonomy . 

In tems of the present study, three issues speak to the relevance of rapprochement 

in parentfyoung-adult relationships. First.. Youniss and Srnollar (1985) found that by late- 

adolesçeiiw, parent-adolescent relationships becorrit: inore ptw-like and egalita-iari iti 

naturc. Bigclow, ct al. (1992) found that cgalitarian control is an important aspcct of 

children's friendship relaiionships. Roberts (1 99 1 ) identified that iate-adolescents desire 

an eçalitarian control structure wiih their parents. Secondly, Fuligni and Eccles (1993) 

found that adolescents who perceive there to be a lack of this egalitarian control develop 

extreme peer-orientations, thus pre-maturely disnipting, or even severing, the parent- 

adolescent relationship. Third, Laursen and Collins (1994) noted that it is ongoing and 

unresolved conflid which does the damage in parent-adolescent relationships. 

The present study, by distinguishing between different types of parent/youny-adult 

relationships (based on attachment type and parenting-style), predicts that these features, 

in one of their different co&gurations (e.g., secure-authoritative) in theory supports the 

contemporary notion of autonomy in comection, and thus Josselson's (1988) 

rapprochement hypothesis. IIowever. in another configuration (e.g., insecure- 

authontarian) these feaiures in theory do not support this hypothesis. Consistent with the 



approaçh daiiendirig to dillkrerit iypes of reiationsiiips ilirri, iliis s~udy p ~ - e d i ~ i d  that only 

ccrtain (i.c., sccurc-authoritativc) parcnt/young-adult rciationships will achicvc thc statc of 

rapprochement. However, measures of autonomy and egalitarianism have not heen 

sufficiently defined in the literature in order to allow them to be juxtaposed, that is. to 

allow Josselson's rapprochement hypothesis to be nullitied. Further, based on Laursen 

and Collins' (1 994) findinp that contlicts tend to reduce future exchanges between parents 

and adolescents, the present study suggests that those relationships which have achieved 

the state of rapprochement have rernained close chiefly by resolving conflicts. Nthough 

Josselson's prediction does not mention conflict, in light of other above-mentioned 

research, 1 suggest that a relative lack of contlict is an integral part of a rapprochement 

relationship. Accordingly, examining parent/young-adult relationships by attachent type 

and parenting-style. each which miçht intluence conflict resolution on a variety of issues, 

has the benefit of examining the rapprochement hypothesis in substantial detail. An 

additional concem of the present study then, is to test Josselson's (1988) rapprochement 

prediction in ternis of attachent type, parenting-style, and the level of relational conflict. 

Pumosc of thc Studv and Hyothcscs 

The present study used a phenomenological approach incorporating both a 

questionnaire which was informed by, and developed fmm, relational content research, 

and a retrospective account method, to address three concems. 'I'he tirst concem was to 

deveiop an understanding of the features of parentiyoung-aduit relationships which have 

an association with the level and methods of confiict resolution in late-adolescence/early- 

adulthood. The second concern was to begin to understand how the features of these 

relationships are associated with different methods of contlict resolution. The third 

concern was to test Josselson's ( 1  988) rapprochement prediction using anachment type, 

parenting-style, and measures of conflict and conflict resolution. 

1 predict that an authoritative parenting-style, combined with a secure attachrnent, 

produces open verbal give-and-take communication patterns, which in turn produce 

opportunities to CO-construct meanings regardiny conflicts in parentlyoung-adult 

relationships. and more importantly to CO-constmct the resolutions of these conflicts, 



Ikuling tu a relaiioriship whidi is close, despite the iidolesçenis' l i e d  foi- individuatiori; in 

short. a rclationskip which has achicvcd a rapprochcmcnt. Thc corollary prcdicts that 

insecure, authoritarian relationships stifle open communication and thus prevent the co- 

construction of conflict resolution. Six individuai hypotheses were developed to test these 

predictions: 

1. Young-aduit participants who report that their parents use an authontative 

parenting-style will report fewer conflicts with their parents, and will resolve a higher 

percentage of these contlias than those reponing that their parents use other parenting- 

styles. 

2. Participants who report themselves to be securely attached to their parents 

(secures) will report fewer conflicts, and will resolve a higher percentage of these confiicts 

than will those reponing that they are insecurely attached (insecures). 

3. Secure participants are more likely to report their parents using an authoritative 

parenting-style, while insecure participants are more likely to report their parents iising an 

authontarian or rejecting-neglecting parentingstyle. 

4. Participants reporting that their parents use an authoritative parenting-style are 

niore likely LU report btnng securely at~adied tlian are dioso iqmting ~heir parents use 

othcr parcntinç-stylcs. 

5 .  Relationships reponed to be secure and authoritative will have higher 

importance and satisfaction ratings compared to other types of  relationships. 

6. Participants who report having achieved the state of rapprochement with their 

parents are more likely to report being securely attached, coming fiom homes where the 

predominant parenting-style was authoritative, and having fewer ongoing conflicts, than 

are individuals who report h a h g  not achieved the nate of rapprochement. 



METHODOLOGY 

Participants 

The data were coilected by asking 252 university and colleye student participants 

(105 males. 147 fernales). aged 18-26 years (mean age 20.4). to complete a questionnaire 

developed for this research. Participants were recruited tiom Engiish, Kinesiology, 

Sociology, Engineering, Psychology, and Business classes; 58% from a local university 

and 42% from a local collqe. Ethnicity was reported as 40% CanadianAlS., 18% 

British, 12% French, l lO/o European. and 19?/0 other. althouçh Ençlish was spoken at 

home in 93% of the sample. When refemns to their parents, panicipants meant their 

biological parents 89% of the time, their mom and stepdad 6% of the tirne, their dad and 

stepmom 2% of the time, and their adoptive or 'other' parents 3 % of the time. 'I'hese 

parents were listed as primarily being mamed (8058), although 12% were divorced, 5% 

were separated, and 306 were listed as 'other' (usually widowed). Participants were 

roughiy evenly split between livinç on their own (53%) and living at home with parents 

(47%). Forty-one percent of participants reported being the first born, 38% second bom, 

16% third bom, and 5% fourth or later bom. 

Method 

The Parent/Adolescent-Young Adult Relationships Questionnaire (PAYARQ; 

Roberts 1996) was constmcted and tested in a pilot study -72. (see Appendix A). and 

irnproved upon, as noted below, based on the results of this piiot study. In the current 

study, the PAYARQ (see Appendix B) was introduced to participants simply as a 

relationships questionnaire and was administered in clûss settinys, taking rpproximately 

thirty minutes to complete. In each setting, participants were instructed that being 

involved in the research was completely voluntary and risk free, that they could withdraw 

at any time, or leave any question bl& and asked to sign a Voluntary Informed Research 

Consent Form (see Appendix C). While these foms were being passed around, 

participants were told that the researchers were interested in their long-tenn and overall 

view of the relationship they have with their parents, not jus over the l a s  while, but rather 

over the last several years (Le. over adolescence) and up until today. Participants were 



askad io resporid tu ~he quastioris witli tliis in mirid. The signai çorimni hnris wert: 

collcctcd. and qucstio~aircs distributcd. with participants instnictcd to put thcir 

narnes on  them to ensure confidentiality. Participants were then told that pan of the 

questionnaire dealt with contlicts they might have had. or still may have. with their 

parents. Contlict was operationally detined in a manner sirnilar to Smetana (1989) and 

read aloud to participants as follows: 

Most people have told us that even when tliey generally get 
along well with their parents. therr: rnay be tirnes when thry 
don? get along or have conflicts or disagreements. These 
rnay be about major decisions or issues, or about everyday 
responsibilities like feeding pets or doing chores. We would 
like you to list the kinds of contlicts that corne up in your 
relationship with your parents that were (or still are) really 
important to you. or that seem to keep corning up over and 
over again. 

No talking was permitted, and questionnaires were collected at the classroom door 

as individuai pmicipants finished. Finaily, participants were thanked for their time and 

reminded that results would be available in a few months. Class participants received 

generd results, where possible and at their professors' discretion, either in a mini-lecture 

format followed by a question and answer period. or by a summary copy being provided 

to the professor for them to pass on to students. 

Materiais 

The PAY ARQ inciuded both open- and closed-ended questions for participants to 

respond to. It was infomed by qualitative relational content research, as noted below, 

which Laursen and Collins (1994) suggested is niore sensitive to changes in relationships. 

The questio~aire was designed to provide a tirne-lapse (or retrospective) and wide- 

ranging view of the parent/young-adult relationship in terms of a) confiicts, conflict 

intensity, and contlict resolutions; b) perceived attachent type; c) perceived parenting- 

style; d) ratings on parentfyoung-adult relationship fnendship, importance and satisfaction, 

e) relative closeness and psychosocial maturity (autonorny) ratings; and t) general 

demographic information. 



Geiiaral dariiogra~hiçs rri*wrxs Iri Part A or iiit: PAYARQ plirliciparits çileckd 

off appropriatc boxcs for qucstions rcgarding thcir agc, birth ordcr, scx, gradc Icvcl, 

rnother tongue, ethnicity, expected highest education level and residential location. A 

question regarding participants' place of residence (Do you live with your parents, or on 

your own?) was added based on the results of the pilot study. As well, participants 

indicated who they meant when they referred to their parents, and the marital status, 

education level, and occupations of tliese parents. 

Confiict measures Part B of the PAYARQ was adapted fiom Cole and Bradac 

(1  996). Participants were provided with a page of blanks on which they were asked to fiIl 

in al1 the codicts they could recall having, and those which they still have with their 

parents. For each conflict. participants were asked to provide infbrmation, under column 

headings, oii a) the intensity of this conflict, (on a 5 point scale, I =  mild to 5= angy), b) 

with which parent(s) they had this codict, c) whether this conflict is/was resolved 

(YesMo), and d) if it was resolved, briefly to explain how. 

Attachent tvoe measures The PAYARQ contained two measures of 

perceived attachent type as paa research has suggested (i.e., G r S n  & Bartholomew, 

1994, W i n  & Stiavsr, 1987). The first rriwurr, Part C, w u  a tliree parryipli (i.e., 

sccurc, insccurc-avoidant, insccurc-ambivdcnt) forccd-choicc, adaptcd Rom Hazan & 

Shaver ( 1987) by changing the word 'panner' to 'parent'. The participant was asked to 

choose the one paragraph that best described the relatinnship they a* have with their 

mother, and then with their tather. This provides a measure of what Hazan and Shaver 

refer to as an attachrnent type. The order of the paragraphs on the page was 

counterbaianced between participants. Participants were also asked to indicate which 

paragraph best described the type of relationship they wish they had with each parent. 

The second measure, part H, was the Relationship Scales Questionnaire (RSQ), taken 

directly from Griffin and Bartholomew (1  994). PaRicipants responded to thirty statements 

by ranking on a 5-point Likert scale how much the statement appiied to them (1= not at al1 

like me, 5= exactly like me). This provides a measure of what Gnffin and Bartholomew 

referred to as an attachent prototype, which is essentially the sarne as an attachrnent 

type. Due to time constraints, this second measiire was not included in the pilot study. 
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Puentins-stvlt. irieasurrs Similady, iherr wert: lwu triasures or percaivd 

parcnting-stylc. Thc first, Part D of thc PAYARQ, was aiso a forccd paragraph choicc; 

the four parayraphs (i. e., aut horitative, permissive, rejectiny-neglectiny, authontarian) 

were constructed b~ the author £?om prototypic sentences taken directly fiom Baudnd's 

( 197 1 ; 1973) lengthy expianations of each parenting-style. Participants were asked to 

pick the one paragraph that best described the relationship they actually have with their 

rnother. and then with thrir father. Thry were also asked to indicate which paragraph best 

described the relationship they wish they had with each parent. The order of paragraphs 

on the page was counterbalanced between participants. The second measure, Part 1, was 

adapted from Lambom, Mounts, Steinberg, and Dombusch's (1 99 1 ) questionnaire index 

of parenting-style by alteriny the wording of sorne questions. based on the results of the 

pilot study, and in a manner sirnilar to other researchers (M. Pratt, personal 

communication, lune 7, 1996). so that they would be more applicable to university and 

college aged participant S. Panicipants indicated to what extent they agreed or disagreed 

with each statement on an 9-point likert scale (il= strongly disagree, +4= strongly agree) 

for each parent. 

Relatiunship iiripurtançe and satisîktion rneasures Part E or ikc PAI'ARQ was 

adaptcd fiom Parkcr and Ashcr (1  993). Participants wcrc askcd to ratc on a 9-point likcrt 

scale (O= not important to 9= very important), how important the relationship which they 

have with their rnother, father, same- and opposite-sexed fiiend was to them, and then to 

rate how satistied they were with these relationships on a second identical scale. 

hoprochement measure This measure (Parts F and G of the PAYARQ) was 

designed to test the rapprochement hypothesis of Josselson (1988) and the hypothesis 

from the present study that parentlyoung-adult fnend-like relationships are more likely to 

be reponed by participants in secure and authoritative relationships with few unresolved 

confkts. Based on their responses, participants were classified into two groups: those 

who had a rapprochement with their mothedfather and those who did not. The 

rapprochement measure was based on Josselson's (1988) prediction of rapprochement, 

that is a maintained closeness in the context of the adolescents' increased autonomy. The 

closeness dimension was assessed by the question, "Do you consider your relationship 



wilh your iiiotiierllàther io be rnarid-like?" Partiçipan~s wam asked to iaspond aiilirr 

"Ycs" or "No". Thc autonomy dimension was asscsscd using thc autonomy subscalc 

from the Psychosocial Maturity Scale (Greenberger, Josselson, Knerr, & Knerr, 1974) 

This was a thirty item questionnaire (Part G of the PAYARQ). on which participants were 

asked to respond to each statement on a scale rangjing tiom A= strongly agree to D= 

strongly disagree. The wording of the thirty items was taken verbatim, with permission 

(E. Greenberger, personal communication, November 8, 199G), from the three subscales 

(identity, self-reliance, work-orientation) measunng autonomy. Due to tirne constraints, 

the autonomy scale had not been included in the pilot study. 

Two additional items were added to this measure of rapprochement based on the 

dictionary definition (Websters. 1976). l'he first was the question "How tnendly and 

harmonious is the relationshi p between y ou and your mothedfat her?" Participants 

responded on a four-point scale ( i =  very fnendly, 4= very unfriendly). The second item 

was the two-part question "Was there a time when this relationship with your 

mothedfather was not as fnendly and harmonious?" and "When, briefly, was this tirne?". 

Participants responded yes or no. and those who responded positively, briefly described, in 

ihr  blank provided, h a  tirne îranie. Finally, aleven items adiptd fiurri I'ouniss's (1 980) 

fncndship invcntory. dcsigncd to asscss thc affcctivc and bchavioural contcnts of 

friendships, were inciuded as an additional measure of the relative closeness of the 

relationship. 

Plan of Analvses 

Classiftin~ Attachment Twe and Parenting-Style Attachent type and 

parenting-style classifications were determined first, as funher analyses would be 

differentiated by these relationship features. Griffin and Batholornew ( 1994) noted that it 

is too w l y  tu deçlare a 'winner' in tems of the best measurement devise for assessing 

attachent, and suggested instead that the theoretical basis of the research be used to 

define the method of rneasurement. Following fiom the phenornenological approach of 

self-reported verbal descriptions, in account format (e-g., Harvey et al.. 1990). of the 

parent/young-adult relationship, the paragraph measure was chosen to defuie attachent 
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type çlassiliutions Toi rnoiiiers arid fathers saparateiy (d Youtiiss & Sitiollar, 1985) for 

furthcr analyses. 

Three steps were required to correlate the RSQ measure of attachment with the 

paragraph measure in order to provide a measure of the concurrent validity of the 

paragraph measure. First, the thirty statements on the RSQ measure of attachrnent were 

scored according to the scoring directions of the authors (ûriffin & Banholomew, 1994). 

Required items were first reverse scored, following which four subscorçs (one for each 

attachment prototype) were calculated by taking the rnean score across the four (or five) 

items comprising each prototype. This yielded four means (one for each prototype) for 

each participant. The participants' dominant, or best-fitting, attachment prototype was the 

prototype with the yreatest of these four means. Second, the attachment prototypes 

(Griffin & i3aitholomew, 1994) were paired with the attachment types (Ilazan & Shaver, 

1987), based on the descriptions of each typdprototype and the theoretical arguments of 

the authors. (The 30 statements on the RSQ were derived, in part, from the paragraph 

descriptions in Hazen and Shaver's attachment measure.) Thus, four prototypes were 

reduced to three for correlation with the three attachment types. Specifically, the secure 

prototype w u  paimd wiili iIie seçurt: ai taçhmrnt type, [lie dismissing pro tutype paired 

with thc insccurc-avoidant typc, and thc prcoccupicd and fcarfut prototypes wcrc both 

paired with the insecure-anxious-ambivalent type. Thirdly, the two measures of 

attachment classifications (paragraph and RSQ) were then correlated (see Resiilts). 

Sirnilarly, the index of parenting-style (Lambom et al., 199 1) was scored and the 

resulting classifications were correlated with the classifications from the paragraph 

measure (Roberts, 1996). The index of parenting-style was scored according to the 

critena of Lmbom et al., thnt is, a w m t h  and stnaness score was calculoted separately 

for each parent by taking the mean response across al1 of the items contributins to each 

scale. A frequency distribution wiis examined for each of the four d e s  (mom-warm, 

mom-strict, dad-warm, dad-strict) to obtain the sarnple-specific cutoff scores, which were 

then used to create a three-level split of each scale. Thus, for example, those scoring in 

the top one third of the distributions for wamith and stnctness for mothers were classified 

as having authoritative mothers, while those scoring on the bottom third for wannth, and 



the top ttiird for stnctness h r  bttiars ware classifird as havirig authontarian hlhrrs. 

Thosc scoring in thc middlc third on cithcr of thc distributions wcrc discardcd From thc 

anaiysis. Lambom et al. ( 1  99 1)  used this method to ensure that relative to one another, 

and specific to the research sample, the four parenting-style classifications were more or 

less warm andor more or less strict. 

The two measures of parenting-styie were then correiated to provide a measure of 

concurrent validity (see Results) for the paragraph measure. In keeping with the 

phenomenologicai approach of this study, classitications based on the paragaph rneasure 

were chosen to dcfine parenting-style for further analy ses. 

Exarnininp Conflict and Methods of Conilict Resolution Participants reported 

conflict areas, and methods of resolution. with each parent separately were coded by the 

author and another rater to provide a measure of inter-rater reliability (see Results). An 

undegraduate student trained in content analysis, but uninfomed as to the hypotheses of 

this study, served as the second rater. The reported connicts were coded into one of 

seventeen categories (see Appendix D). Eleven categories were based on past research 

(Smetana, 1989), while six additional categories were created based on the results fiom 

the pilot study (Roberts, 1996). The reported inrttiod of rttsolution for ach çonfliït was 

codcd into onc of four possiblc catcgorics: (a) rcsolvcd to a mutual agccmcnt bctwccn 

the parent and young adult, (b) parent prevailedfyoung-adult withdrew; (c) youngadult 

prevailed/parent withdrew, and (d) ont resnlved Disagreements hetween cateçory 

classifications were resolved to consensus between the two raters before proceeding with 

the analyses. 

Even though conflicts were content analyzed into categories, the total number of 

conflicts that each participant repo~ed was a reduced by this coding. That is, if a 

participant listed three conflicts in Part B - Conflict Measure of the PAYARQ (Le., saving 

money, job, and spending habits), the participant was listed in the data set as having three 

contlicts even though al1 three were classified into a single conflict category (i.e., 

finances). In this way the data were represented and analyzed in a manner which provided 

for the least amount of interpretation. The data on confiicts and their resolution methods 



werr enterrd into a cornputer statistiçs package (SPSS-X) or1 the uriiversity cornputer for 

andysis. 

A 3 x 4 (Attachment x Parentiny-Style) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 

planned to analyze the total number of reported conflicts (that is conflict with mothers, 

fathers, and both parents) and the number of unresolved conflicts. A repeated measures 

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) design was considered, however, in theory, 

the assumption of independence between the dependent variables was violated as the 

number of unresolved conflicts was a subset of the total nurnber of contlias reponed. 

That is, a participant could not report having zero total conflicts and then go on to report 

having two unresolved conflicts. 

As well, individual ANOVAs (with significance levels adjusted h m  p=.05 to 

p=.Oi) were pianned for contlias and unresolved conflicîs, to examine any between-goup 

differences which might anse based on attachment type (Le., secure versus insecure- 

avoidant versus insecure-ambivalent) and parenting-style (i.e., authoritative venus 

permissive venus authontarian versus rejectinpneylecting). To test for any potential 

developmental trend in conflias that sorne research (e.g., Furman & Buhrmeister, 1992) 

has suggestd oççurs, a one way analysis of vuiimce was pliinnd tu analym üonfliçts and 

unrcsolvcd conflicts by agc. Chi-squarc analyscs wcrc thcn planncd to analyzc thc mcthod 

of conflict resolution by attachment type and parenting-style. 

Examinine Raonmchement Rapprochement, as it relates to parent/ping-aciult 

relationships, was operationalized according to the two dimensions of losselson's (1 988) 

hypothesis, that is, a comected or close, and an autonomous relationship. Participants 

were placed into two groups: the rapprochement group, and the no-rapprochement group. 

Participants were included in the rnothedfather rapprochement goup if they answered 

"yes" to the question "Do you consider your relationship with your mothdfather to be 

fiiend-like?" and scored above the 75th percentile on the autonomy measure. Al1 other 

participants were assigned to the mothedfather no-rapprochement group. 

The thirty items of the autonomy measure were broken down into the three 

subscaies (work, identity, and self-reliance) from the Psychosocial Maturity Scale 

(Greenberger et al., 1974) and an overidl measure was calculateci, foiiowing Greenberger 



ri d.'s scoring directions, by cakulatiiig the i r i r w  across the item contribuhg tu each of 

thc thrcc subscalcs, and thcn adding thc thrcc mcans. Pr. Grccnbcrgcr wishcs thc usc of 

this test ta remain restricted, and the reader is advised to contact her for tiirther details 

and permission to use the scale.) 

A discriminant analysis to predict rapprochement group membership, b r  each 

parent separately, was performed using attachent type. parenting-style, total reponed 

codicts, the number of reported unresolved conflicts, parents' education level, 

participants' residence status, age, and sex. 
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RESULTS 

Al1 analyscs wcrc pcrformcd scparatcly for mothcrs and for fathcrs (cf'., Youniss & 

Srnollar, 1985) and are reponed as such, with cornparisons made where appropriate. A 

simplified flowchart of the planned and post hoc analyses as well as the results appears in 

Appendix E. 

Preliminarv Results. Reliabilitv and Validity 

ClassifMng Attachent T m .  The RSQ measure of attachment (~=252), d e r  

scoring, yielded attachrnent classifications (without reference to a specific parent due to 

the nature of the d e )  of secure (68%), insecure-avoidant (1 3%) and insecure-ambivalent 

( 18%). 'l'hese figures were very close to the 70%/30% securelinsecure split fowid by other 

researchers (e.g., Ainsworth et al., 1971, 1973). The paragraph measure yielded 

attachrnent type classifications for mothers (n=248) of secure (83%), insecure-avoidant 

(1 5%) and insecure-ambivalent (2%); and for fathers (a=246) of secure (72%), insecure- 

avoidant (23 %) and insecure-ambivalent (5%). There were no si@ cant sex difrences 

in classifications of attachment type for either mothers or fathers. However, participants 

reportml being sipificantly more securely attached to their mothm (83%) than to their 

fathcrs (72%) (H.91, g=.01). Again, thesc data approximatc thc 70W30Y0 split 

mentioned above, while echoing Youniss and Smollar's (1 985) finding that adolescents are 

clo.wr to their mothers than they are to their fathers. 

The correlation between the two attachment rneasures was significant for 

attachrnent relationships with mothen (F-2577, ec.01) and fathers (11-=.3875, p<.01), 

indicating modest concurrent validity. Test-retest reliability was established by asking a 

psychology statistics class (a-27) to complete both attachrnent measures two weeks apart. 

The order of presentation for paragraphs and individual items in the RSQ were changed 

between trials. Results were highly sigruficant (RSQ measure r.69, pc.01; paragraph 

measure: rnother -.78, p<.01, father F-75, F.01) indicating that both rnerilrures were 

reliable. 

Classifjina Parentina-Style. In the process of scoring the index of parenting-style, 

correlations between individuai items were examine& These correlations were acceptable 



axçept for the lasi two items (regardhg weeknight and wtxkrxid çurfkws), wliiçh did not 

correlatc wcll with any othcr itcms. This is similar to rcsults found by othcr rescarchcrs 

using this scale (M. Pratt, personal communication, December 6, 1996). When these last 

two items were rernoved, the strictness or control dimension was only addressed by three 

pairs of items, allowing for little range sensitivity in scores. In addition, few participants 

(n=84 for mothers and n=129 for fathers, out of a possible -252) properly compieted 

enough items on the scale to compute parenting-style ratings based on the scale. This 

was due to two factors. Firstly, the Larnborn et al. (1991) scale was onghally published 

for use with high-school students. and it appears that even though some items were 

reworded (i.e., "My parent knows exaaly where I am most afkmoons after schooi" 

reworded to "My parent really knew where 1 was after school") they were still not 

applicable to universitykollege aged participants. This was evidenced by many 

participants writing in 'da' on one or more items. Secondly, due to the three-way split, 

participants scoring in the middle third of each scale were removed fiom the analysis. 

Thus, based on the index measure of parenting-style, only about 40% of participants were 

able to be classified. and this would have seriously restricted fùrther analyses. For this 

reason and, as mmtioned above, to be consistent with the phenornenologid approaïh, the 

paragaph mcasurc of parenting-stylc was uscd to classify participants. For thosc who did 

complete enough items on the index measure, mothers were classified as being 

authoritative (81%). permissive (Wh), and rejectinpeglecting (6%)' and no mothers 

were classitied as authoritarian. Fathen were classitied as authoritative (78%), permissive 

(12%), authoritarian (3%), and rejecting-neglecting (7%). 

The paragraph measure yielded parenting-style ratings for mothers (n=249) of 

authoritative (64%), permissive ( 1 9 %  authoritiirian (13%), and rejecting-neglecting 

(4%); and for fathers @=245) of authoritative (54%), permissive (19%), authoritarian 

(1 6%), and rejecting-neglecting (1 1%). There were no significant sex differences in 

relationships for either mothers or fathers. However, participants reported their rnothers 

as being significantly more authoritative &2.25, @05) and less rejedng-neglecting 

( -d .57 ,  gC.0 1) than their fathers. Again, these results are simüar to those reported in the 



literature (e.g., Baumnnd, 1971, 1973, 1991 ; Larnborn et id., 199 1). and thus indicake thiit 

thc paragraph rncasurc has at lcasi good contcnt and facc validity. 

The correlation between the two parenting-style measures was significant but 

modest to low for mothers (n=84, -.3651, ~<.01),  and for fathers (-129, -. 1971, 

e<.05), indicating that the paragraph measure of parenting-style developed for this study 

has concurrent validity with another established parenting-style d e .  Larnbom et al. 

( 1  99 1) did not report a measure of test-retest reliability for their d e ,  thus participants 

( ~ = 2 7 )  in a university psychology statistics class completed both parenting-styie measures 

two weeks apart. The order of presentation of both the individual questions and of the 

paragraphs was changed between trials. Resuits (index of parenting-style: mother -.76, 

p<.oi, father -35, p W l ;  paragraph measure: mother r.65, p<.01, father r.67, p<.Ol) 

were hifly significant indicating that both measures were reliable. 

Content Analvsis. Participants reported contlicts were coded into one of 

swenteen categories of conflict (see Appendix D) by the author and another rater. 

Similarly, participants methods of conflict resolution were coded into one of four possible 

categories (resolved to a rnutual ageement, parent prevailed/young-adult withdrew, 

young-adult prevaiIed/plirent wi thdrew, and not resolvd) by bath raten. The overall 

rncasurc o f  matching was good at 92%. ranghg f?om 75% (rcspcct and trust) to 100% 

(bedtime and curfew, and mutual agreement), indicating a stronç agreement between 

raters. White participants reported having conflicts with only their rnothers and only 

their tàthers, rnost reported contlicts were listed as being with both parents (see Table 5). 

As such, the dependent variable "total number of conflicts" (or "confiicts" for short) used 

in the following analyses is the surn of al1 reported contlicts (with mothers, fathers and 

both parents). As well, the dependent variable "number of unresolved confiicts" (or 

"unresolved conflicts") is treated in the same manner. 

ANOVA Results Based on Attachrnent T p e  and Parenting-Style Measures 

Conflicts and unresolved codicts, for each parent separately, were analyzed using 

a 3 x 4 (Attachent Type x Parenting-Style) Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). However, 

the assumption of variance-covariance was violated due to empty ceUs (i.e., no participant 



reported being insecure-mbivderiily attacheci tu a rnother wtiom t h y  alsu repportd to use 

an authoritaiive parenting-styic). Thus, two options wcrc cxpiorcd. 

Firstly, these data were reconfiyured for each parent to provide two levels of 

attachment (i.e., secure versus insecure) and two levels of parenting-style (Le., 

authoritative versus al1 other styles). These reconfigured data were then analyzed, tbr 

codicts and unresolved contlicts, using a 2 x 2 (Attachent Type x Parenting-Style) 

ANOVA. No assumptions were violated except the assumption of hornogeneity of 

variance-covariance (BoxM= 20.33, F(9,14049)=2.18, p=.OS); however, with a large 

enough sample, in this case &=252, ANOVA is typically robust enough to handle this 

violation (Garg, 1996). Results for mother indicated a significant main effect 

@(2,242)=7.05, g=. 0 1 ) of attachment. However, the main effect (-(2,242)= 1.84, p-. 16) 

of parenting-style was not sigdicant. For fathers, results indicated a sigllficant main 

effect (E(2,240)=11.85, ~<.001) of attachment, and a main eflect (F(2,242)=3.08, p=.08) 

of parenting-style that approached sigiificance. There were no significant interactions 

between attachment type and parenting-style for either parent. As well, insignifiant 

results were obtained from the 2 x 2 (Attachment Type x Parenting-Style) ANCOVA 

analysis of çonfliçts and unresolved wnfliçts, Tor *ich parent, wvarying for parents' ievel 

of cducation, and participants' cthnicity, scx, and birth ordcr. The planncd onc-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) using age (reconfi y r e d  into two levels based on a median 

split), was insignificant for both conflicts and unresolved conflicts, indicating that there 

were no sigiificant developmental trends. (These recunfigured data are not represented 

in any of the following Figures or Tables.) 

Secondly, because a good deal of theoretical explanative vaiue was lost by 

coliapsing these data into the 2 x 2 ANOVAs, ( s i i a r  to comrnents expressed by Weiss & 

Schwarz, 1996), these data were lefl in their original form (i-e., with three levels of 

attachment and four levels of parenting-style) for the remaining analyses, and separate 

one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were perfonned. However, the significance 

level was adjusted (reduced fkom r.05 to r.01) to d u c e  the possibility of Type 1 

errors. Results of these analyses are reported below. 



ANOVA Results B a s 4  on Parenting-Slvlt: 

Conflicts were analyzcd by parent@-style (four lcvcls) using scparatc onc-way 

ANOVAs for each parent. Results were insignificant, indicating that participants reported 

no significant differences in the nurnber of confiias recalled regardless of the parenting- 

style they reported their rnothers and fathers to utilize (see Figure 1). 

Unresolved contlicts were analyzed in the same manner. Resuits were significant 

for mothers @(3,245)=3.3 1, pc.00 l), and fathers (F(3,241)=7.41, ec.001) indicating that 

participants reponed differences in the number of conflicts that remained unresolved 

depending on the parenting-style reportedly used by each parent (see Table 1). 

Participants who reported ha* authoritative mothers resolved 75% of their conflias, 

whereas those who reported having non-authoritative (Le. authoritarian, etc.) mothers 

resolved, on average, only 6 1% of their conflias. Those who reported having 

authoritative fathers also resolved 75% of their codicts, whereas participants with non- 

authoritative fathers resolved, on average, only 64% of their conflicts. 

In light of these results, the method of conflict resolution (Le., mutual agreement, 

parent prevailed, young-adult prevailed, or not resolved) was examined by parenting-style 

(Cour lavels, sw Figure 2), for -ch parent sepiirately, using Chi-Square Analysis. 

Participants who rcportcd thcir parents uscd an authoritativc style rcp.ortcd rcsolving 40% 

of their conflicts to a mutual agreement (g(3, -  1 58)=13.68, p<.0 1). In contrasi, those 

wha reported that their mathers used a rejecting-neglecting .style reported resolving only 

15% of their contlicts to a muhial agreement (&(3,~=32)=10.16, e<.05), instead 

indicating that 37% of theû conflicts usually remained unresolved. Those who reported 

their fathers were rejecting-neglecting report4 resolving only 22% of their confiicts to a 

mutud agreement, instead indicating that 43% usually remained unresolved 

(&(3,&29)=2 1.2, pC.0 1). Finally, participants who reported that that their parents used 

a permissive styie reported that the resolution of contlicts were usudy split between the 

categories mutuai agreement (34-3 5%) and unresolved (29-34%), as opposed to either the 

parent or the young-adult prevailing (see Table 1). These results were sigdicantly above 

the expected men split (25% in each) between the four categories ofmethod of resolution. 
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Table 1 

Method of Resolution (%) 
Parenting # # Unresolvec Percentage Mulual Parent Yng-Adult Not Total 
Style Conflicts Conflids Resolved Agreemnt Prevailed Prevailed Resolved % 

(mean) (mean) (%) 

Mother 
authontative 3.8 0 . W  75 40 10 19 25 100 
rejecting-neglecting 4.2 1 .$8' 65 15 22 26 37 100 
authoritarian 3.6 1 -71. 52 24 8 19 49 100 
pemissive 3.6 1.17 67 34 10 22 34 100 

Father 
authoritative 3.5 0.84" 76 4 14 21 25 100 
rejeding-riegleding 4.8 1.9" 59 22 19 24 43 100 
aut ho ritarian 4 1 -6- 60 30 14 13 43 100 
permissive 3.8 1.1" 71 35 16 20 28 100 

Note: ' and * are dg. at p<.OS; Bold figures are sig. at p4.05 using Chi-Square Analysis 





ANOVA Results Based or1 Aiiaçiiriie~i~ Type 

Confiias wcrc analyzcd by attachmcnt typc (thrcc Icvcls) using scparatc onc-way 

ANOVAs for each parent. Results were insignificant for mothers; however, for fathers the 

results were siçiüficant (F(î.243 )=5.2 1. g=. 006). indicating that participants reponed 

sibmiticant ditferences in the number of contlicts recalled depending upon their type of 

attachment to each parent (see Figure 3). 

Unresolved conflicts were analyzed in the same manner. Results were significant 

for mot hers (F(2,245)=9.68, pC.00 1 ), and fathers (E((2,243)= 1 8.29, E.00 1 ), indicating 

that participants repo~ed differences in the number of conflicts they resolved depending 

on their attachent type to each parent (see Table 2). Those who reported being securely 

attached to their mothers resolved 74% of their conflicts, while those insecurely attached 

to their morhers resolved, on average, only 55% of their contlicts. Those who reported 

being securely attached to their fathers resolved 75% of their conflicts, while those 

insecurely attached to their fathers, on average, oniy resolved 62% of their conflicts. 

In light of these results, the method of conflict resolution was examined by 

attachent type (two levels, see Figure 4) for each parent separately, using Chi-Square 

Analyses. (Due LU low crll nunibers, irisecure-ambivalent and insecure-avoidant 

attachmcnts had to bc goupcd togcthcr as 'insccurcs' for this analysis only.) Participants 

who reported being securely attached to their rnothers also reported resolving their 

conflicts to a mutual açreement 38% of the time (J&3,&205)= 12.56, p<.O I ), and 4 1 O/O 

of the time if they reported being securely attached to their tàthers ( g ( 3  ,& 1 75)= 16.08, 

g<.Oi). In contrast, participants reported that their conflicts were resolved to a mutual 

agreement only 19% of the time if they reported being insecurely attached to their rnothers 

(g(3, N=42)=32.96, gC.0 1) and only 2306 of the tirne if they were insecurely attached to 

their fathers ( g ( 3  ,&70)=20.88, eX.0 1) lnstead, these insecure participants usually 

reported that their contlicts remained unresolved 4449% of the time (see Table 2). These 

results were siynificantly above the expected even split (25% in each) between the four 

categones of method of resolution. 





Table 2 
Conflicts and Resolution Methods Bv Attachment T v ~ e  
i i 

1 Attachment 
Method of Resolution (%) 

1 

# RC Unresolvec Percentage Mutual Parent Yng-Adult Not Total 
Conflicts Conflicts Resolved Agreemnt Prevailed ~revailed Resolved 
(mean) (rnean) (%) " I 

Mother 
secure 3.7 0.98" 74 38 15 18 28 100 
insecureambivalent 3.8 1.87' 56 18 11 21 49 100 
insecure-aviodant 4.2 1.9. 55 

Father 
secure 3.4 0.84" 75 41 14 20 25 100 
insecure-ambivalent 4.4 1.5" 68 23 14 19 U 100 
insecure-aviodant 4.5 1.9" 58 

J N O ~ ~ :  'and *are sig. at p<.05; Bold figures are sig. at pc.05 using ChiSquare Analysis I 
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The Link Betweern Altaciiriimiî Type and Parentincr-S-le 

Considcnng attachmcnt typc. rcsult s indicatcd that of t hosc participants ('=205) 

who reported being securely attached to their mothers, 70°/n also reponed their mothers 

used an authoritative parenting-style (see Table 3) and 82% reponed being securely 

attached to their fathers. Results were similar for fathers. Of those (n= 175) reporiing 

they were securely attached to their fathers. 64% reported that their father used an 

authoritative parenting-style. and almost al1 (95%) reported beiny securely attached to 

their mothers. Mothers and fathers attachent type classifications were sigiificantly 

correlated (r. 50. g<.O 1 1. 
Considering parentinç-style, of the participants (a4 58) who reported that their 

mot hers used an aut horitative parenting-style. 9 1 U/O reponed being securely attac hed to 

these mothers, 78% reported being securely attached to their fathers, and 75% reponed 

that their fathers also used an authoritative parenting-style (see Table 4). Asah, the 

results were similar for fathers. Of those (- 13 1)  who reported that their fathers used an 

authoritative parenting-style, 85% reported being securely attached to these fathers, 89% 

reported being securely attached to their mothers, and 88% reponed that their mothers 

also used an authoritative parentinpstyle. Mothers and ûthas parentingstyle 

classifications wcrc siguficantly comclatcd (i. 51. ~ c . 0  1). 

Importance and Satisfaction Ratings 

One way analyses of variance (ANOVA) were useci, again with adjusted 

significance leveis, to examine differences in satisfaction and imponance ratings based on 

attachment type (three levels) and parentiny-style (four levels) separately for each parent. 

Regarding attachent type, participants who reported themselves as secureiy attached to 

their mothm reported significantly higher ratings of the importance (F(2,229)=42.7, 

e<.OOl), and satisfaction (E(2,234)=30.48, gc.001) of the relationship they had with their 

mothers, when compared to insecurely attached participants (see Table 3). Simiiarly, the 

importance @(2,229)=8.94, gC.00 l), and satisfaction (E(2,226)= 1 1.87, p<.00 1) ratings 

were significantly higher for those reporting they were securely attached to their fathers, 

compared to insecurely attached participants 



rttachrnent T v ~ e  Cornparisons 
flot hers Attach Mom Dad Dad Mom Mom Dad Dad 
rttachment Type Type Oh Par-Sty O/O Par-Sty % Att-Type Oh ImpOrt. Satis. Impart. Satis. 

57 secure 82 8.57 7.72 8.09 6.81 ecure 
(n=205) 

isecure-ambivalent 
(n=6) 

nsecure-avoidant 
(n=36) 

83" tative 
rej-neg 
tafian 
Pem 

2 tative 
rej-neg 
tarian 
Pm 

15 tative 
w-neg 
tanan 
Penn 

tatke 
rej-neg 
tarian 
Pem 

tative 
rej-neg 
tarian 
Pem 

tative 
rej-neg 
tarian 
Pem 

9 ins-amb 3 
13 ins-avoid 15 
21 

33 secure 17 6.33 
33 ins-amb 33 
33 ins-avoid 50 
O 

34 secure 20 6.11 
26 ins-amb 11 
29 ins-avoid 69 
11 

:ahers Mom Oad Mom Mom Mom Dad Dad 
Machment Type Par-Sty % Par-Sty % Att-Type Oh Import. Satis. Irnport. Satis. 
iûcure 72" tative 70 tative 64 secure 95 8.36 7.51 8.53 7.47 

rej-neg 2 rej-neg 6 ins-amb 1 
tarian 10 tarian 8 ins-avoid 4 
p e n  18 p e m  22 

nsecure-ambivalent 5 tative 46 tative 15 secure 54 7.54 6.77 5.85 3.69 
(n=l3) rej-rieg 7 rej-neg 46 insamb 15 

tarian 23 tarian 23 ins-avoid 30 
pem 23 p e m  15 

nsecure-avoidant 23 tative 49 tative 30 secure 53 7.51 6.42 6.1 1 4.47 
(n=57) rej-creg 14 rej-neg 23 ins-amb 5 

tarian 21 tarian 37 ins-avoid 42 
Perm O p e m  10 

Jote: " = sig. at Q<.OI ;  Bold figures are sig. at w.05 using Chi-Square; Italics figures are sig at e<.05 



IarentinaStvle Cornparisons 
lottiers Parent- Dad Mom Dad Mom Mom Dad Dad 
'arenting-Style Style % Par-Sty % Att-Type Oh Att-Type % Impott. Satis. lmport. Satis. 

75 secure 91 secure 78 8.48 7.61 8.12 673 uthoritative 
(n=158) 

uthoritarian 
(n=32) 

tativep 
rej-neg 
tarian 
Pen 

tative 
rej-neg 
tarian 
wf"l 
tative 
rej-neg 
tarian 
pem 

tative 
rei-nee 
tarian 
Pem 

ins-amb 
ins-avoid 

secure 
ins-amb 
ins-avoid 

secure 
iris-amb 
ins-avoid 

SBCUtB 
ineamb 
ins-avoid 

ins-arnb 
ins-avoid 

secure 
ins-amb 
ins-avoid 

secure 
ins-am b 
ins-avoid 

secure 
ins-amb 
insavoid 

Mom Mom Dad Mom Mom Dad Dad 
barenting-Style Par-Sty % Att-Type % Att-Type % Irnport. Satis. Import. Satis. 
iuîhoritative 54' tative 88 secure 89 secure 8s 8.35 7.49 8.46 7.36 

ejecting-neglecting 1 1" tative 
(n=29) mj-neg 

tarian 
pem 

iuthoritarian 16 tative 
(n=38) rej-rieg 

tarian 
Perm 

2 ins-amb 1 inç-arnb 2 
5 ins-avoid 9 ins-avoid 13 
5 

35 secure 62 secure 35 
24 ins-amb 7 ins-amb 20 
24 ins-avoid 31 ins-avoid 4S 
17 

40 secure 68 secure 37 
3 ins-arnb 5 ins-amb 8 
42 ins-avoid 26 insavoid 55 
16 

30 sewre 91 secure 83 
7 ins-amb O ins-amb 4 
6 ins-avoid 9 ins-evotd 13 
57 

dote: *=sig. at r.05; *.=M. et eç.01; Bold figures are sig. at p<.OS using Chi Square Analysis; 
ltalics fiaures are sia. at -.OS 
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Regarding parenting-style, importance (E(3,222)= 1 0.86, p<.00 1 ) and satisfaction 

(E(3,2 19)= 13 .Gd, pc.00 1) ratings of the relationship participants had with their 

authoritative rnothers were significantly hiyher when compared to those reponing their 

mothers did not use an authoritative parentins-style (see Table 4). Sirnilarly for fathers, 

the importance (E(3,222)=2 1.89, g<.00 1 ) and satisfaction (E(3,2 1 9)= 1 3.72, pC.00 1) 

ratings of the relationship participants had with their authoritative fathers were 

significantly higher when compared to those reponing their fathers did not use an 

authoritative parenting-style. 

Rapprochement 

In addition to the self-report measure based on the "fnend-like" question, a 

composite measure of relationship closeness for each parent was obtained from Part F, the 

Rapprochement Measure of the questionnaire, by calculating the mean response across the 

first eleven items. A frequency distribution of these means was examined to obtain sample 

specific cut-off scores for a median split into two groups: a close relationship with the 

parent, and a not-so-close relationship. This reconfigured friendship scale correlated 

significantly (mothers 5 4 4 ,  pc.0 1, fathers r. 54, g<. 0 1 ) with the self-report measure. 

Although most participants indicated that their relationship with their mothers (73%) and 

fathers (58%) were "very fnendly", most participants aiso (mothers 60%, fathers 55%) 

indicated that the "teenagehi&-school years" was the time when this relationship was not 

as fnendiy and harmonious. 

The motherffather rapprochement group was initially operationally defined 

(following Josselson's (1988) hypothesis) as those participants who answered "yes" to the 

"fiiend-like" question scored above the 75th percentile on the autonomy measure. An 

examination of the fiequency distribution for autonomy scores and the sconng materials 

f?om the Psychosocial Maturity Scaie (Greenberger et al., 1974) showed a large ceiling 

effect with al1 but two participants in this study sconng at or above the 70th percentile for 

autonomy. This finding possibly indicates that participants had, for the most part, 

achieved autonomy fiom their parents, dthough ceiling effects are notoriously difficult to 

interpret. Thus, the mothedfather rapprochement group was subsequeatly defined only by 
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participants' self-reports on the "friend-like" question, and instead autonomy was included 

as an independent variable in the discriminant analysis. 

Klecka ( 1980) stated that a discriminant analysis is "the method of choice when it 

is not known how well the proposed variables discriminate between the two groups" (pg., 

345). This study was interested in determining which variables discriminated between 

those young-adults who had achieved a rappochement with their parent and those who 

had not achieved a rapprochement. Thus, the dependent variable was the level of 

rapprochement (achieved or not achieved). Two separate discriminant analyses were 

performed, one for each parent. There were nine independent variables entered into each 

analysis: the reponed attachment (two levels - secure venus insecure) to each parent, the 

reported parenting-style (two levels - authoritative versus al1 others) of each parent, the 

number of contlicts, the number of unresolved contlias, the participants' living status 

(away versus at home) and autonorny score (as mentioned above), parents' level of 

education, and participants' age and sex. A cross-validation method was used, that is half 

the data were chosen at randorn by the cornputer program, and the discriminant function 

was built and tested on this half, and tested again on the other haif This method reveals 

the strengths or weaknesses in the funciion. 

Results for mother (-246) indicated that one function significantly (Wilks Lamda 

=.67, df= 5, pc.001) discriminated between rapprochement groups in the first half of 

these data. No assumptions were violated except for the assumption of hornogeneity of 

variance-covariance (BoxM= 53.4, E( l5,22258)=3.36, ~<.00 1); however, the ratio of 

largest to srnailest group size was 2.1 : 1, and the discriminant analysis is robust enough to 

handle this violation (Garg, 1996). Canonical R~ showed that the function explained 33% 

of the total variance in group membership (rapprochement with mother or no 

rapprochement). The function classified 8 1% of the cases correctly, well above the 

chance probability of 56%. The fùnction, identified by correlations between the variables 

and the function, was defined by mom-secure (r=. 84), dad-secure (F. 5 1), and unresolved 

conflicts ( ~ 0 . 3 3 ) .  indicating that participants were likely to report having achieved a state 

of rapprochement with their mothers if they also reported being securely anached to their 
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mother and to their fathers, and having few unresolved conflicts. This fundion, when 

applied to the second half of the data, again correctly classified 81% of the cases. 

Results for father ('=233) indicated that one fùnction significantly (Wilks Lamda 

=.78, df= 5, g<.OOi) discnminated between groups in the first half of these data. Again, 

no assumptions were violated except for the homogeneity of variance-covariance (BoxM= 

35.65, &15,28 105)=2.25, p<.0 1 ); however the ratio of largest to srnallest group size was 

an acceptable 1.75: 1. Canonical Ft2  showed that the function explained 22% of? the total 

variance in rapprochement group membership with fathers. The function when applied to 

the first half of the data, classified 75% of the cases correctly, well above the chance 

probability of 53%. The function, identified by correlations between the variables and the 

fùnction. was defined by dad-secure (r=.79), unresolved conflicts (r=-.54), and dad- 

authontative (r=. 5 2), indicatinç that participants who reported having achieved a state of 

rapprochement with their fathers were also likely to have reported being securely attached 

to tlieir fathers, having few unresolved conflicts, and having a father who used an 

authoritative parentiny-style. This function, when applied to the second half of the data, 

correctly classified 73% of the cases, again well above the  53% chance classification. 

Additional Findincrs 

Content Analvsis of Conflict Cateaories and Conflict Resolution Methods: 

Althouçh this study made no hypotheses regarding conflict areas or contlict 

resolution methods, the results were nonetheless interesting. These data were analyzed 

without reference to the type of relationship (attachent or parenting-style) between 

participants and their parents. As well, only highlights of the results are mentioned here. 

Overaii, as mentioned above, the number of conflicts that participants reported they had 

with both parents was higher than with either parent individuaily (see Table 5) ,  aithough 

the number of confiicts with mothers were higher than with fathers. The top five areas 

participants reported being in conflict with their mothers were household chores, curfews, 

sexual activities, finances. and interpersonal activities. With respect to their fathers, the 

top five confiict categories were the reyilation of family assets, finances, sexual activities, 



Table 5 - 

Conflid Area N % 
Househokl Chores 40 12.7 
Bedtime and Curfew 
Reg. of Sexual Adivity 
Finances 
Reg. of lnterpersonal Activ. 
Reg. of Adivities 
Healîh and Hygiene 
HmwWSchool Achievement 
Reg. of Family Assets 
Other 
ParenUAdol Communication 
Personalityl Behaviour Style 
Resped and Trust 
lnterpersonal Relations 
Parents LCfestyle 
Moving Out 
Appearance 
Total 

Conflict Are8 N % 
Reg. of Family Assets 27 12.7 
Finances 24 11.3 
Reg. of Sexual Activity 22 10.4 
Other 22 10.4 
Bedtirne and Curfew 18 8.5 
HmwvWSchool Achievement 17 8.0 
Chores 15 7.1 
Health and Hygiene 12 5.7 
ParenUAdol Communication 11 5.2 
Reg. of lnterpersonal Activ. 
Reg. of Activities 
Parents Lifestyle 
Respect and Tnist 
Appearance 
Persona#ty/Behaviour Style 
Moving Out 
Interpeisonal Relations 

Both Pamnts 
Conflict Area N % 
HmwkiSchool Achieve. 35 9.9 
Bedtirne and Curfew 
Reg. of Sexual Acfiv. 
Heafth & Hygiene 
Finances 
lnterpersonal Relations 
Other 
Chores 
Reg. of Family Assets 
Personality/Beh. Style 
Reg. of Interpersonal A. 
ParentIAdol Commun. 
Reg. of Adivilies 
Parents Lifestyle 
Respect and Trust 
Appearance 
Moving Out 
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other, and curfews. These data indicated no major differences with regards to the 

content of conflicts between parents. 

For those conflicts reported as being resolved (see Table 6),  again, regardless of 

the type of relationship, a mutual agreement was usually the outcome in the categones of 

curfew, health and hygiene, interpersonai activities, homework, regulation of family assets? 

finances, and other. Parents were reported by participants to have rarely prevailed in any 

one conflict area (especially regulation of sexual activity). Young-adults generally 

prevailed in the category of movinç out. appearance, and regulation of sexual activity, 

(while they reported that they never prcvailed in the area of parents' lifestyle). The 

conflict categones of chores, respect and trust. regulation of activities, 

personalityhehaviour style, parent-adolescent/young-adult communication, interpersonal 

relations, and parents' lifestyle were frequently unresolved. 

Predicting Unresolved Contlicts 

A discriminant analysis was performed on these data to determine which dependent 

variables differentiated between groups on the number of unresolved contlicts. The 

variable unresolved conflicts was recoded so that one unresolved conflict or less formed 

one group, and 1.1 unresolved conflicts or more formed the other group. This level was 

chosen because .98 was the highest mean number of unresolved contlicts in either secure 

or authontative relationships (see Tables 1 & 2). The dependent variables entered into 

the anaiysis were the total nurnber of conflicts, attachent type (two levels) and parenting- 

style (two levels) for each parent, participants' living status and autonomy score, parents' 

education level, and participants' ethnicity, age and sex. A cross-validation method was 

used, that is, half the data were chosen at random and the discriminant fùnction was built 

on this half, and tested on the other half. No assumptions were Molated except the 

assumption of homogeneity of variance-covariance (BoxM= 50.3 5, F(10,286 17)=4.82, 

p<.OO 1 ), however, the ratio of the largest to smallest group size was an acceptable 2.1 : 1. 

Results indicated that one funaion significantly discnminated between groups (Wiiks 

Lamda =. 59, & 4, pc.00 1). Canonical R* showed that the function explained 4 1% of the 

total variance in group membership. The function classified 85% of the cases correctly, 
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well above the chance probability of 56%. The function, identified by correlations between 

the variables and the function, was defined by total number of codicts CF-.76), 

attachment to father (-.57) and attachment to rnother (-.41), indicating that participants 

who reponed fewer than one unresolved contlict with their parents also reponed that they 

had few total confiicts to begin with and were securely attached to both their mother and 

their father. This tùnction when teaed on the second half of the sarnple, correctly 

classified 75% of the cases, still well above the chance probability. 



Table 6 
Methods of Conflict Resolution for Conflict Cateaories 
I 

Method of Resolution (%) 
Mutual Parent Young-Adull Not Total 

Conflict Category Agreement Prevailed Prevailed Resolved Oh 
Moving Out 15 23 39 23 1 O0 
parents' Lifestyle 
Parent/Adol. Communication 
PersonaIitylBehavioural Style 
Reg. of Sexual Activities 
ûther 
Bedtime and Curfew 
Interpersonal Relations 
Health and Hygiene 
Reg. of Interpersonal Activity 
Homework/School Achievement 
Reg. of Activities 
Finances 
lRespect and Trust 
Household Chores 
Reg. of Famîly Assets 
Appearance 

I ~ o t e :  801d Ficrures are sin. at t~ <.O5 



DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study was to beyin io understand which features of 

relationshi ps encourage parents and young-adults to develop fiiend-like relationships, and 

which ones do not. That is. the research set out to determine what it takes tor parents and 

young-aduits to 'get dong'. To thar end, perhaps the mon imponant finding of this study 

was that attendinp to different types of relationships, tliat is examining and measuring 

them rather than assuming tliat al1 relationships are the same, shows sigiificant promise for 

Future research in the field of conflict resolution and personal relationships. 

The Questionnaire 

Before the literature can place any faith in the results of a study. the issue of sound 

methodology must be addressed, specifically the question of the reliability and validity of 

the chosen measures, and the manner in which they are brou& to bear. It would appear 

from the results of both this study and the pilot study (Roberts, 1996), that the PAYARQ 

(Parent-Adolescent/Young Adult Relationships Questionnaire) developed for this study, 

and the procedures for administering it, are both reliable and valid. Reliability estimates, 

although calculated on a relatively small sample size, were significant and, with 

coefficients in t he  range of .60-.85, were consistent with past research (e.g., Collins & 

Reed, 1990). In addition, past research (Baldwin & Fehr. 1995) has indicated that there is 

no reason to view categorical meames as markedly less reliable than other (Le., 

questionnaire) measures, especially when taken concurrently as was done in this study. 

The face and content validity of the PAYARQ was evidenced by the similarity of 

results between this study and past research (eg ,  Ainsworth et ai., 1971, 1973; Baurnrind, 

1 99 1) with regards to the classification percentages of' aitachment types and parenting- 

styles. Pcrhaps morc irnponantly, thc PAYARQ appcarcd scnsitivc to the changcs which 

were theorized to occur in these relationships. Participants were encouraged to write 

comments at the end of the questionnaire, and indeed many did, sometimes sharing some 

very personal information. One comment though, tiom a 24-year-old male, seemed to say 

it wek "1 had one of the bea adolescent f i e s  growing up, my parents were better than 



mosi, alhugli a( hies wt: îouph~ and 1 hakd   bai ri. Doiiig tliis [quosiioririaire] holped me 

to rcmcmbcr just how lucky 1 was. I think I nccd to makc a phonc cal1 tonight . Thanks." 

Further research will hopefùlly confimi the utility of the  PAYARQ in understanding the 

features of parent/young-adult relationships. 

Discussion of Hptheses  

The results supported the predictioiis (of hypotheses one and two) that secure 

attachent and authoritative parenting-styles are asmciated with an environment 

conducive to resolviny conflict and achieving a state of rapprochement between parents 

and young-adults. The nature of this environment, in theory at least, is one of democratic 

high control coupled with high support. and of a secure bond creating mutual respect 

between parents and young adults. The results also supported the predictions that 

insecure and authontarian relationships foster an environment that interferes with conflict 

resoliition. and ultimately reduces the iikelihood that parents and participants will fonn a 

Fnend-like relationship. The nature of this more adverse environment. is evidentiy one of 

autocratic high control combined with low support, and an insecure bond creating 

uncertainty betwan pamnis and yourig-adults. Of course, îiurther researüh in this vein is 

rcquircd in ordcr to offcr additional support to thcsc thcorctical assumptions. Thc data 

analysis indicated that no other variables (Le., residential location) showed the marked 

differences in conflia resnliition that attachrnent type and parenting-style did. Thus, had is 

study not divided the parent/young-adult relationship into its difterent types (i.e., 

attachrnent types and parenting-styles) inconciusive results might have been the outcome, 

in a inanner sirnilar to those studies reviewed and described by Laursen and Collins (1994) 

as inconsistent . 
As predicted by the first two hypotheses, the number of ongoiny codicts in secure 

and in authoritative relationships was sigdcantly iower than in al1 other types (i.e. 

insecure. authontarian, etc.) of relationships. As weli, methods of contlict resolution 

differed between types of relationships with secure-authoritative relationships resolving 

codicts by mutual agreement more often than other relationship types, in which one party 

prevailed or the contlicts remained ~inresolved. (These analyses did not address whether 



or nul the party wbo did not prevail iruly frlt tliat the issue was msolvtxl, hl is, wiïat ~lie 

mcaning of cithcr not agrccing or not prcvailing in thc resolution of a contlict might bc, 

aithough this may he an interestinç line of future attrihutional research (Le., Burkes & 

Parke, 19961.) The predictions in the first two hypotheses regarding the total number of 

contlicts being lower in secure and authoritative relationships than in al1 other types was 

not supported, except with respect to fathers' parenting-style. Resuits might appear this 

way because fathers were reported as significantly niore rejecting-neglecting and less 

authoritative than were mothers, therefore enhancinç conflicts. In general, these findings 

demonstrate that while conflict is relatively universai in all types of relationships (Bigelow, 

et al., 1992). both the arnount and rnethod of conflict resolution differs substantially 

depending upon the type of parent/youny-adult relationship. 

Predictions, in the third and fourth hypotheses, regarding the link between secure 

attachment and authoritative parenting-style were also supported. Participants who 

reported being securely attached to their mothers usually reported that both parents were 

authoritative. Similady, those who reported being securely attached to their fathers also 

reported that both parents were predominantly authoritative. The pattern repeated itself 

for parentinpstyle. Tliosa wlio reportecl that their piirent was authoritaiive wore usudly 

sccurcly anachcd to both parcnts. 

For the other relationship types, trends were not as clear. Participants who were 

insecurely attached to their mothers tended to also be insecurely attached to their fathers, 

who were generally split between types of parenting-styles. Those who were insecureiy 

attached to their fathers, however, tended to be securely attached to their mothers, and 

these niothers tended to use an authoritative style. It appears then, that mothers 

compensate for fathers. Youniss and Smollar (1985) found that, in general, where 

mothers were reported to meet material and emotional needs of their adolescents, father 

on the other hand, especiaily for girls, aithough meeting their materid needs, often did not 

meet their emotional ones. 'l'here appeared to be no similar trends in the parenting-style 

data. Thus, not-with-standing mother-father differences, it isn't that one type of 

relationship causes or guarantees the other (in fact this is why there are two separate 

hypothesis, because 1 did not want to suggea a directionality between attachent type and 



parentins-style). Rathrtr il is ihai a iwnd iippews such thai ir one reports beiny saumly 

attachcd, onc tcnds also to repori having authoritativc parents, and vicc-versa. This trcnd 

perhaps supports suggestions in the  literature that relatively secure and authoritative 

relationships have a certain quality to them such that they are the ideal types of 

relationships within this culture. As the sample for this study was rather homogeneous 

with regards to ethnic background, future research of course needs to take ethnicity into 

account (see Steinberg, Dornbush & Brown, 1992). 

This notion of theoretically ideal relationships was further supponed in that, as 

predicted by hypothesis five, the importance and satisfaction ratings of relationships with 

parents were significantly higher in secure and authoritative relationships than in other 

types of relationships. Interestingly, when asked on the questionnaire to choose the type 

of relationship participants wished they had with their parents, 99V0 choose a secure 

attachent relationship, while 98% choose an authontative parenting-style relationship, 

the very two types with the highest ratings. Those participants who had these type of 

relationships wanted them, and those who didn't also wanted them, confirrning findings 

from past research (Roberts, 1991). In fact, parîicipants asked or wished for relationships 

in whiïh t l i q  am involvd with iheir parents, and in whiçh t h q  are vivm buundaries and 

support (or guidance) by thcir parcnts. Yct, thcy wantcd thcse two things in a rclationship 

that allowed them to also have input, in such a way that Fogel (1993) would argue that 

t hey had partici paied in , perhaps age-appropnat el y, ' CO-constnicting' t heir own reality . 

Finally, hypothesis six was supported. 1 suggested that examining parent/young- 

adult relationships according to their direrent types would test Josselson's (1 988) 

rapprochement hypothesis in detail. Hypot hesis six stated that rapprochement would most 

iikely occur in secure-authoritative relationships where confiicts had, for the moa part, 

been resolved, and indeed the variables attachment type, parenting-style, and unresolved 

conflias were the ones that best discriminated between rapprochement group membenhip 

for mothers and fathers. It appears then that, aithough not explicit in Josselson's 

hypothesis, a relatively iow level of unresolved codict is necessary for rapprochement to 

occur. These data then suggested that a aate of rapprochement between parents and 

young-adults is most Wrely achieved by resolving connicts in such a way that the family 



connecLalnrss is rnainlainod, and the olTspring's riewl lor iiutonoiiiy is rewgnized and 

cncouragcd. Thc rcsults of this audy strongly suggcstcd that thc inhcrcnt quality of 

secure and authoritative relationships provide the method through which these three issues 

(Le.. conflicts. connectedness. and autonomy) are best addressed. 

Discussion of Additional Findinps 

Content Aiialysis 

The contlict categories used in the content analysis appear to be sufficiently 

differentiated to allow ease of coding, as evidenced by the acceptable inter-rater reliability . 

An examination of the ranking of categories for each parent (see Table l) ,  regardless of 

the type of relationship, indicates some interesting trends. With mothers, 25% of the 

conflicts involved household chores and curfews, while with fathers 25% of conflicts 

involved regdation of family assets and finances. Thus, participants reported fighting 

with their fathers about money, and with their mothers about home-reiated issues. 

Stereotypically, fathers still appear to be the breadwinners, while rnothers stay at home. In 

fact, participants reported that 95% of their tàthen (cornpared to only 20% of their 

iriothrrs) worked or had worked berore rhry retimd. (This is rathm intaesting when one 

considcrs that thcsc 'stcrcotypical parcnts' wcrc thc adolcsccnts of thc 'hippic' siiics. In 

view of the age cohort, it will be interesting to see if this trend changes wheq in rwenty to 

thirty years, the "generation X" adolescents o f  the eighties and nineties hecome parents 

experiencing contlicts with their own adolescent children.) 

The reylation of semai activities category ranked third on the iist for both 

parents, accounting for approximately 10% of al1 confiicts. The conflict category of 

"other" r d e d  founh for father, accounting for 10% of dl conflias, while for mothers it 

ranked tenth, accountlliy for 5% of al1 conflicts. With both parents together, "other" 

ranked seventh accounting for 7% of al1 conflicts. Even with the sixteen categories, the 

percentage of confiicts coded into this category indicated that there is still much 

idiosyncrasy in the nature of conûicts between parents, especialiy fathers, and their Young- 

adult children. As an example, a 23-year-old female wrote "moving cities - he wanted to 

and 1 didn't, 1 wns in university, anci he didn't have a job; he won and we moved, now he 



s~ill doosn't Iiave a job, and I'rri not w i h  riiy liicods or in the prograiri i wantcù." These 

rcsults support thc findings of othcr rcscarchcrs (Smetana, 1989; Bigclow, ct al., 1994) 

namely that contlicts and their meanings are defined in, specific to, and sensitive to 

relationships in environmental contexts (cf Wozniak & Fischer. 1993). and that these 

contlicts influence adult children in their relationships with their parents. To expand on 

this funher, even the methods of conflia resoiution varied between categories (see Table 

2). Severi of the seventeen categories were usuaily resolved by nniutual agreement. 

However, an almost equal number of categories (8) remained predominantly unresolved. 

According to participants, the conflict categories of parents' lifestyle and parent- 

adolescent communications are areas that will require a great deal of relational work to 

resolve to any level of ageement. One 24-year-old fernale put it this way "How can you 

resolve a communication problem when your father won? even acknowledge your 

presence?' As well, at least according to the participants of this study, it appears that the 

conflict category of reçulation of semal behaviours is an area that parents woiild be well 

advised to avoid. Parents rarely prevail in this area (only 4% of the  time); instead, 

confiicts in this category are resolved by adolescents prevailing (39% of the time), or by 

muiual agrmrîent (35% of ~hc h o ) .  CIearly, participants al this age lewl do not wont 

thcir parents. unilatcrally at lcast, tclling thcm who thcy cm datc, cohabitatc with, bc 

semally involved with, or rnarry. One panicipant summed it up best, in explainie how 

this conflict, which she had with hoth her parentg, becarne resolved. She wrote "1 resolved 

it! i broke up with him when 1 was ready to, three years after they began houndiny me. 

They were right in the end, he wasn't for me, but I needed to find that out for rnyself 

Now we laugh about it together." Similarly, parents send the same message to iheir 

adolescents/young-adults, who never prevail in contiias over parents' Mestyle. One 

participant wrote "1 can't stand his drinkiny, but it's his life, his body, and 1 can't worry 

about it anyrnore - but 1711 miss him when he's gone". It seems then that not only are 

contlicts inherently relational, but so too are conflict resolutions. 



in vicw of thc rcsults obtaincd by cxamininç conflicts and thcir rcsolutions within 

the context of different types of paredyouny-adult relationships, perhaps the second most 

important finding of this study is the support for the hypothesis of a conceptual Iink 

between attachment type and parenting-style. Evidence to support this conceptual link 

cornes from two sources. First, fiom the existing literature in ternis of the similarities in 

both the theoretical descriptions and researcli findings outlined above in the literature 

review. Secondly, from the results of this study. 

The current resuits allow us to add differences in the number of unresolved 

conflicts, and in the methods of conflict resolution, to the growing list of research findings 

w hic h indicate different outcornes between securehnsecure and aut hontativehon- 

authoritatively raised children. As well, this study, as was noted above, to the best of rny 

knowledge was one of the first (see Wintre. YafFe, & Crowley, 1995) to combine the basic 

attachment types (cf. Ainswonh et al., 1971; 1978) and the basic parenting-styles (cf 

Baumrind, 1971) into a sinyle cornprehensive design. One question now begs an answer: 

Are these two dimensions measunng the same underlying consma, just calling it by a 

dillèrenl name? The results or  this sludy suggcsl Lhat resedrçhers must answer this 

qucstion in thc affinnativc. 

When attachment type and parentingstyle were combined into a single statistical 

artalysis (e.g., ANOVA), results indicated a significant main effect of attachment type on 

the number of unresolved conflicts; however, the main etfect of parenting-style was either 

insignificant or oniy approached sigiificance. When attachment type is removed fkom the 

analysis, that is when an ANOVA using only parenting-style is computed, results were 

significûnt for both mothers and fathers. Thus from a statistical standpoint, attachment 

type and parenting-style share a relatively high level of common variance, that is 

attachment type in the first ANOVA is explairhg much of the variance in parentkg-style. 

If this study shows a common variance between attachment type and parenting- 

style, and if the recent literature (e.g., Wmtre, et al., 1995) indicates similar theoretical 

descriptions and research findings, then perhaps attachment type is indeed describing much 

the same construct as parenting-style, just focusing more on the emotional aspect of it 



wlierw piireniing-slylo îucuxs rnorr on d ~ e  bahiiviuuizil aspect. This orily riiakes srrisr: iri 

that humans arc at oncc cmotional and bchaviourai crcaturcs, thcrcforc it is ill-adviscd to 

attempt to understand human relationships from eit her standpoint by exciuding the other. 

So then, what is the underlying constnict? 1 suggest that it is a conceptually 

constmcted closeness which fosters a cornibn level which ailows for physicai and 

psychologicai exploration both within and beyond the relationship, which at once supports 

and controls in such a way tliat botli parties feel mutually responsible for the outcome of 

the relationship. In short, I suggest that this constnict might be captured by a relationshio 

aualitv index which measures both the emotional and behavioural aspects of relationships, 

and each of these fiom the perspectives of the conceptual representations and the 

objective behaviours of the relationship. Future research needs to address and identify the 

behavioural markers of quality parenting. Indeed, I h d e  (1 979; 1995) has suggested that 

relationships are best understood as successive levels of abstractions, and involve 

interactions over tirne both of overt behaviours and of subjective experiences. 

ûther researchers have recently published articles in a related vein, the results of 

which lend credence to the results of this study in terms of the link between attachent 

and parentiny-stylo. Wintre, YdfTee and Crowley (1995) round ~hat tlioir Perception or 

Parents Rcciprocity Scalc (POPRS) was highly corrclatcd with attachmcnt typc, and YaEc 

and Wintre (1996) recently indicated the relationship of the POPRS scale to parenting- 

style. Although hoth of these niiciies iised quantitative data collection and anaiysis 

techniques, they conclude with results that confimi the results tiom the qualitative or 

phenomenologicai data collected in this study. 

How does this t heoretical "relationshi p quality index" begin to hel p us understand 

what it takes for parents and adolescentlyoung-adults to 'get dong'? This nudy c m o t  

conclusively answer this question as it only measured youny-adults' perceptions of the 

parent/young-adult relationship. Nonetheless, following the Thornases' (1928) dictwn, 

young-adult pmicipants, by defining their contlicts and resolutions, dong with the type of 

relationships they have with their parents, have so defhed their 'reaüty'. Perhaps, there is 

no need to dig, poke, examine, or investigate further to find some abstract or independent 

"objective" reality. Laursen and Collins (1994) found that developmentai trends in the 



lave1 of çonflioi werr no[ related to iridapendantly assessui relatioriai beliavioors. Il rnipht 

bc that trcnds in contlict arc not rclatcd to indcpcndcntly asscsscd rclational mcaninns 

either. 

In a nutshell, it seems that perception is cmcial in understanding personal 

relationships. It is this point which helps to explain why the secure and authontative 

relationship types are perceived to resoive more conflias, have higher importance and 

satisfaction ratings, are seen as highly desirable, are suggesred by the literature to be the 

ideal relationships; and appear to be the relationships in which parents and young-adults 

'get along'. Secure and authoritative relationships are democratically and mutually open 

in terms of communication. That is, in these relationships, an environment is both created 

and maintained where both parents and young-adults recognize and accept the others' 

Mewpoint as being important to that person. It may be that in those relationslips where 

the positions of participants are accepted (by the other) as valid, both participants are 

encouraged to become engaged in verbal discussions which, in tum. CO-constnictively lead 

to conflict resolution. lndeed researchen have suggested that one can only openly share 

when they feel that what they have to Say wiii be  validated by the listener (Cohen-Silver, 

Wortman, & CroRon, 1990). Conversaly, iriswure and authoriiariw or permissive or 

rcjccting-ncglccting rclationships arc not dcmocratically opcn, and in fact, may bc quitc 

ciosed in terms of communication. In these relationships, participants are not sure that 

their positions will he  validated, or that the other pany even wants to hem what they have 

to Say, neither of which is conducive to engaghg participants in discussions aimed at 

resolving conflicts. 

It would be easy at tlUs point to adopt Locke's (1690) 'tabula rasa' view of the 

chiid, and thus hold parents ultimately responsible for both the development and the 

eventual outcome of the parent-chilcUadolescent relationship. That is, beginning at birth 

with a clean slate, and due to the hierarchical nature of the parent-child relationship, 

parents ultimately control, and are therefore responsible for, the outcome of this 

relationship. However, this view is not consistent with the acknowledged two-way effects 

(cf, Rogoe 1990), as described earlier, influencing, in v-qing degrees, attachent type 

and parenting-style. This 'clean slate' view might be somewhat tnie in very early- 



cliildliood fiut even tliis is dispuled by Scai~  & klçCartnry (1983), anioiiy oihcrs), but il 

is most ccrtainiy not truc in adolcsccncc and younç-adulthood, as thcsc individuals vcry 

actively participate, as evidenced hy conflict occumny in al1 relationship types, in rnolding 

their relationships with their parents. even to the point of turning away fiom (cf Fo1ign.i & 

Eccles, 1993) or ruphring them. 

Eaablishing a link between anachment type and parenting-style was not the main 

focus of this study, and thus far the suggestion of this l i i ik exists mainly witiun the 

theoretical realm, albeit with some preliminary ernpirical support based on the results of 

this and other recent studies. Obviously, identibng the exact nature o f  this link will be an 

issue for tirture research to address in a more detail manner and using a more direct 

methodoloyy than the one employed in this study, perhaps one that examines both 

emotiond regdation and behavioural control hithin parent-young-adolt relationships. 

Limitations 

The most obvious limitation to this study has been alluded to throughout this thesis 

- that of the one sided nature of these results. Time simply did not permit the investigation 

of the parents' perspectives on conflict and conflict resolution within the parentlyoung- 

adult rclationship. Othcr limitations howcvcr, arc pcrhaps lcss obvious. Whilc thc 

phenomenological approach adopted in this study has certain clear advantages (previously 

noted above) over less qualitative measures (cf ,  Laursen Rr Collins, 1994), this approach 

also has its disadvantases. One such disadvantage relates to the lack of control a 

researcher has in terms of the data collection. For example, 1 had no way of knowing 

which dimension (i.e., control or support) of the parenting-style paragraphs participants 

focused on when choosing a paragaph, or whether they focused on both dimensions 

equdly. I f ,  for exmple, participants focused on only the emotional or support dimension 

of the parenting-style paragraphs, then this might explain why in the 3x4 (Attachent 

Type x Parenting-Style) MANOVA attachrnent type was found to be significantly related 

to unresolved conflicts and parenthg style was not. That is, the cornmon variance that 1 

suggest supports the theoretical link between these two constmcts, may in fact merely be a 

contamination of the independence of the data due to participants focusing on the 



emotional dimension of the parenting-style paragraphs. However, based on the similarity 

of the results obtained here cornpared to those of past research, I doubt that this 

alternative interpretation of the data is a correct one, although it may account for some of  

the unexplained variance. Moreover, such a confounding factor may actually support the 

potency of the emotional argument. 

A second potential disadvantage relates to the notion that participants are able to 

distinpish between relationship types, and given three or four choices perhaps might have 

a tendency to pick the better one as the most socially desirable. While this interpretation 

miyht explain the extremely high percentages of participants repodng that t hey wished 

they had secure and authontative relationships with their parents, it is not supported by 

other research which indicates that adolescents are more accurate than their parents in 

describing their relationships. Weinberger, Tublin, Ford, & Feldman (1990) found that 

when parents' self-reports of their relationships were used, there was an 

overrepresentation of well-functioning relationships. That is, authontarian parents see 

themselves (and thus report themselves) to be far more authoritative than they actually 

are, and thus bias the data in the direction of the more well-functioning relationships. In 

shon, young-adults' self-reports of their relationships with parents have been upheld by 

past research as valid (e.g., Lambom, Mounts, Steinberg, & Dombusch, 1991). 

Clearly, this study is limited in its reliance on a purely qualitative methodology. 

Other behavioural methodologes are required which will address the degree of 

independence between attachent type and parenting-style before the suggestion of a link 

between these two constructs can be empiricaiiy advanced. Also, the perspectives of both 

the young-adult and the parent need to be ascertained to help determine whether 

relationship perceptions are based on an objectively coherent common denominator. 

Im~lications 

The implications of this research, pending further replication studies with similar 

hdings, are quite broad. First, the questionnaire developed for this research provides 

researchers with a tu01 which can collect a wide variety of information within a short 

period of time. Secondly, a few minor changes to some of the wordings on the 



questionnaire would provide a measure with the potential to coliect parent's perceptions 

of the parent-adolescent/young-adult relationship, and iùrther to compare these with their 

adolescents' perceptions within relationship types, with a view to understanding 

convergence and divergence in these perceptions. That is, in theory, and based on these 

results, one would expect adolescents' and their parents' reports fiom secure/authoritative 

relationships to have a high level of convergence in ratings, conflict repons etc., whereas 

authontanan/insecures relationships would presumably have a low rate of convergence. 

Thirdly, a new line of research stemming fiom Our understanding of both sides of these 

relationships might better address how, and to what exrent, both appropriate and 

inappropriate social skills are modeled (by parents) and acquired (by children/adolescents) 

within these different types of relationships (e.g.., Finnie & Russel, 1988; Waters, 

Wippman, & Sroufe, 1979)' and furthemore to address the age-old argument as to the 

extent that we leam to parent from our parents. Founhly, clhical practitioners, by 

attending to the different types of parent-adolescent relationships rnight better understand, 

and therefore facilitate, conflict resolution within each relationship type. Finally, sirnilar 

research might examine conflict resolution in industry and business with a view to 

eventually offering training programs to teach effective relating techniques, as well as 

effective methods of conflict resolution, which are sensitive to the type of relationship in 

which the conflict exists. 

Directions for Future Research 

Many opportunities and possibilities for future research have been mentioned 

throughout this discussion as they relate to the topic at hand. This study has advanceâ a 

theoretical link between secure attachent, authoritative parenting-style, resolved 

conflicts, and parent-young-adult friend-like rapprochement relationships. In this sense, 

phenomenologically, the real quaiity relationship appears to have stood up, if only on one 

leg. Albeit fiom only one side of the relationship, namely that of the adolescenVyoung- 

adult, the results of this study are nonetheless encouraging. Halpern (1 977) it seems was 

correct; according to the participants in this study, adolescents and young-adults & want 

to relate to their parents as one adult to another. When they cannot, that is, when they 



must relate to them as little children (to continue Halpern's anaiogy), they report that 

these relationships do not remain close and comected (cf, Josselson 1988). and instead 

the young-adults distance themselves (CE, Fuligni & Eccles, 1993) apparently choosing the 

route of being or becoming an adult separate fiom their parents. While this route may be 

unfortunate at times, the desire to become an adult, or to gain ones' own autonomy (cf, 

Greenberger, et al., 1974) is probably a good thing in the sense of the survival of our 

species (cf, Darwin, 1872). Future research, using a similar approach to the one used in 

this study, will need to focus on the parents' perceptions of these relationships, that is, on 

the parents' 'reality', in order to lend funher credence to the results of this study, and to 

determine whether there is consensual validation (cf Sullivan, 1953) in different types of 

parent-young-adult relationships or whether such development within the family is in fact 

a story of two solitudes. 



APPENDIX A 

Pilot Study 



A pilot study was conducted to test whether the questionnaire developed for this 

research could adequately address the research questions. The original version of the 

Parent-Adolescent-Young-Adult Rapprochement Questionnaire (PAYARQ) was 

administered to a total of 72 undergraduate university and college students (1 9 males, 53 

fernales, mean age 20.7 years) in a group setting in their inter-session (May-lune) classes. 

Classes were selected fiom across the disciplines of English, Psychology, Sociology and 

Business. Participants were informed that we were researching parent-adolescent/young- 

adult relationships, that t here were no known risks associated with participating in the 

research which was totally voluntary, and that results would be made available upon the 

panicipant's request. Each student was given a business card indicating how to reach the 

researchers. Voluntary informed research consent forms (see Appendix C) were handed 

out, the PAYARQ was given to participants in exchange for a signed form, and 

participants asked to carefùlly read the instructions at the top of each page, told there 

were no right or wrong answen and encouraged to write as much information as they 

could recall. No talking was allowed during completion of the questionnaire's and 

students did not receive any course credit for participating. 

The results of this pilot study provided encouraging support for al1 hypothesis, but 

more importantly resulted in some changes to the questionnaire and methodology. 
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APPENDlX IB 

The Parent Adolescent Young-Adult Relationships Questionnaire 



Tabfe of Contents for the PAYARQ 

Part A - General Demographics Information 

Part B - Conflicts and Confiict Resolutions Measure 

Part C - Paragraph Measure of Attachment Type 

Part D - Paragaph Measure of Parenting-Style 

Part E - Importance and Satisfaction Ratings 

Part F - Rapprochement Measure 

Part G - Autonomy Measure 

Part H - Relationship Scales Questiomaire measure of Attachent Type 

Part 1 - Index of Parenting-Style 
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PART A: 
Please check off the opprophte  b1nnk.x 

Your Age: Your Grade (e.ç. 3rd yr. university): Your Sex: 

Language your farnily normally speaks at home (e.g. Engiish, 
French): 

My ancestors belong to the ethnidcultural group : Canadiad Amencan French - 
Irish Itaiian - Oriental - Native Black Other: 

When you talk about your parents you are referring to: 
a) your naturaVbiologica1 parents b) your adoptive parents 
c) your mother and stepfather d) your father and stepmother 
e) other (speciQ): 

My parents are: living together - separat ednivin y apart : divorced : 
other (speciS>): 

If you have a step-parent, how long has this person been your step-parent? years 

1 currently live: with my parents on my own 

Highest level of education you plan to complete: 
high school - college - university - post graduate degree 

Highest level of education completed by your parent: 
Mother: grade school - high school college - univenity - post grad - 
Father: : grade school - high school college - university - post grad- 

Mothers: occupation: Fat hers: occupation: 
job title: job title: 

Descnbe what each parent typically does in their job: 
Mother: 
Father : 

i am my parents' (1 st, 2nd, 3rd, 4 th  5th etc.) child. 



Part B: 

Please 1kt as many areas of cnnflict in your relatiunsiiip with your parents as you can 
r e m e k  hovittg hod Indicate for each cof lc t  a) if it w u  primad'y with your father 
or muther, or butk, d) the i n t e n e  of cunflct (I=lmu tu S=high), c) ifit >vas rsulved or 
not, and à) if it was resolsel, briefl' describe hmv the conflict was resolved (La, 'She 
talked, I listened"). 

Conflict Area? Mother/Father/Intensity Resolved? "--- . -- .-- :- --A- n u w  w u  IL IZ;SUIVCU: 
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PART C :  
Please choose the ONE paragraph that best describes the relutionship you ACTUALL Y 
have with your muther, an J willi your fatker @ou can choose the same parugrapl fur 
both parents, but only one paragraph for each parent), and indicute in the blank bmu 

well this parapuph &scribes this reIationskip: 1 = exactly; 2 = very well but not 
exactly; 3 = good, certainly better than other paragraphs. 

Mother Father 

Paragraph 1 : 

1 find it relatively easy to get close to my parent, and 1 am 

cornfortable dependiny on them and also having them depend - 
on me. 1 do not often wony about them abandoning me or 

them getting too close to me. 

Paragraph 2: 

1 find that rny parent is reluctant to get as close to me as 1 

would like, often that my parent doesn't really love me or want 

to be with me. 1 want to merge completely with my parent and 

this desire sometimes scares them away. 

Paragraph 3: 

I am somewhat uncornfortable getting close to my parent. 1 

find it diflicult to trust them completely, difficult to allow 

myself to depend on thern. 1 am nervous when they get too 

close and they often want me to be more open with them than 

I feel cornfortable being. 

Which paragraph number do you WISH your relationship with your mother had been ke? 

and with your father? 
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PART D: 
Plewe chuose the ONE pwagrapk that hest describes the way in whicli your mother, 
und your father ACTUALL Y acted as a parent towards you @ou can choose the same 

paragraph fiw bnth, but onl'y one garugrapk for each purent), and indicute in the blunk 
h m  well theparrigruph describes t h b  1 = exactly; 2 = very well but not exactly; 3 = 

good, certainly better than other paragraphs. 

Paragrap h 1 : Mot hedFat her 

1 recail my parent as encouraging give and take. My parent controlled 

my behaviours rationally, but always explained their reasoning to me on 

each issue. Hdshe supported my efforts in loving ways. My parent respected 

rny nghts as a child, dernanding that 1 respect their nghts as a parent. He/she 

ofien said they were not perfect. Hdshe told me what 1 was good at, and yet 

challenged me by setting new standards. 

Paragraph 2: 

1 recail my parent as highly demanding. He/she controlled my behaviours 

irrationally, without explaining their reasons. 1 always felt that 1 was being 

evaluated against some theoretical standard. My parent did not encourage 

me to discuss things with them. 1 had to zccept what hdshe said as being right. 

My parent was less warm and supportive than 1 would have liked. 

Paragraph 3 : 

I recall my parent as very warm and accepting. He/she supported me by saying 

that they were a resource that 1 could cd1 on when I needed to. My parent was 

not demanding. 1 could pretty much do as 1 wanted, my parent rarely controlled 

my behaviours by enforcing rules or noms. 

Paragraph 4: 

1 recail my parent as very distant and unsupportive. He/she rarely responded to 

my needs or to my attempts to cornrnunicate. Otten he/she had no idea what I 

was dohg or where I was gohg 1 had very few demands placed on me. 

Which paragraph number to you WISH your parent had related to you like? Mother 
Father 



PART E: 
Please indicate your respunses tr. ench question un the scde folluwing it: 

O = not at al1 5 = moderately 9 = very 

How important to you is the relationship you have with your mother? 
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

How satisfied are you with the relationship you have with your mother? 
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

How important to you is the relationship you have with your father? 
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

How satisfied are you with the relationship you have with your father? 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

How imporiant to you is the relationship you have with your besi same sex friend? 
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

How satisfied are you wiih the relationship you have with this fiiend? 
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

How important to you is the relationship you have with your best o ~ ~ o s i t e  sex fiend? 
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

How satisfied are you with the relationship you have with this fnend? 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

PART F: 

Pleme cirele or fil1 in, the apppropdate response. 
1 =never happens 2=sometimes happens 3=ofien happens 

Father 
My parent and 1 tell each other secrets 
My parent and 1 criticize each other 
My parent and 1 ask each others' opinion on a vanety of topics 
My parent and 1 lie to each other 
My parent and 1 went someplace together (bal1 game, shopping) 
My parent and 1 do not voluntady help each other 
My parent and I talk about each other behind the othen' back 
My parent and I talk to each other about our personal problems 
My parent and 1 spent time just talking together 
My parent and 1 ask each other for assistance 
My parent and 1 offer and accept advice fiom each other 

How fiiendly and hannonious is the relationship you have with: 

4=always happens 
Mother 

your mother? - Very fnendly Somewhat fnendly 
- Somewhat unfnendly Very U&iendly 

your father ? - Very fiiendly Somewhat fkiendly 
- Somewhat unfnendly Very Unfiiendly 



Was there a time when your relationship with you parent was as friendly and 

harmonious? 

Mother? YES NO If yes, when? 

Father? YES NO If yes, when? 

Do you consider your relationship with your mother to be fiiend-like? YES NO 
Do you consider your relationship with your father to be fiend-like? YES NO 



PART G: 
Please read each statement carefully and enter your response (A, B, C, or D) in the 
blank beside it. 
A= Strongly Agree B=Slightly Agne C= Sligbtly Disagm D=Strongly Disagree 

1. When a job tums out much harder than 1 was told it would be, I don't feel 
1 have to do it perfectly. 

2. It's not very practical to try to decide what kind ofjob you want because that 
depends so much on other people. 

3. 1 can't really Say what my interests are. 
4. 1 find it hard to stick to anythiiig that takes a long time to do. 
5 .  In a group 1 prefer to let other people make the decisions. 
6. 1 never seem to feel the same about myself fiom one week to the next. 
7.1 hate to admit it, but I give up on my work when things go wrong. 
8. You can't be expected to make a success of younelf if you had a bad childhood. 
9. Most people are better liked than 1 am. 
10. J seldom get behind in my work. 

1 1. Luck decides most things that happen to me. 
12. My Ue is pretty empty. 
13. I tend to go fiom one thing to another before finishiny any one of them. 
14. The main reason I'rn not more successfbl is that I've had bad luck. 
1 5 .  1 can't seem to keep people as fiends for very long. 
16. 1 ofien don? finish work I start. 
17. Someone often has to tell me what to do. 
18. I'rn acting like something I'm not a lot of the t h e .  
19. 1 often leave my homework unfinished if there are good TV shows on that 

evening . 

20. #en things go well for me, it is usually not because of anything 1 myself 
actually did. 

2 1 . 1  never know what I'rn going to do next. 
22. I believe in working oniy as hard as 1 have to. 
23. I feel very uncodonable if I disagree with what my fnends think. 
24.1 change the way 1 feel and act so ofien that 1 sometimes wonder who the 

"real" me is. 
25. It's more important for a job to pay well, than for a job to be very interesting. 
26. It's best to agree with others, rather than say what you really t u  if it will 

keep the peace. 
27. Nobody knows what I'rn really like. 
28. Very oRen 1 forget work 1 am supposed to do. 
29.1 don? know whether I like a new outfit until 1 find out what my friends think. 
30. 1 am not really accepted and liked. 
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PART H: 
Plcose respond to eucii statement indicating on the scale the extent the statement 
uppries to you. 

1 2 3 4 5 
not at all like me sort of like me exactly like me 

1 .  I find it difficult to depend on other people. 1 2 3 4 5  
2. It  is very easy for me to feel independent. 1 2 3 4 5  
3.1 find it easy to get emotionally close to others. 1 2 3 4 5  
4. I want to merge compietely with another person. 1 2 3 4 5  
5 .  I worry that I will be hurt i f 1  allow myself to become close to others. 1 2 3 4 5 
6. I am comfortable without close emotional relationships. 1 2 3 4 5  
7. I am not sure that I can always depend on others to be there when I need them. 

1 2 3 4 5  
8.1 want to be completely emotionally intimate with others. 1 2 3 4 5  
9.1 worry about being alone. 1 2 3 4 5  
10. I am comfortable dependins on others. 1 2 3 4 5  

1 1. I ofken worry that romantic pmners don't really love me. 
12. I find it difficult to trust others completely. 
13.1 wony about others getting too close to me. 
14. I want emotionally close relationships. 
15. I am comfortable having other people depend on me. 
16. I wony that others don't value me as much as I value them. 
17. People are never there when you need them. 
1 8. My desire to merge completely sometimes scares people away. 
19. It is very important to me to feel self-sufficient. 
20. I am nervous when anyone gets too close to me. 

2 1. I often worry that romantic partners won't want to stay with me. 1 2  
22. I prefer not to have other people depend on me. 1 2  
23. I wony about being abandoned. 1 2  
24. I am uncomfoRable being close to others. 1 2  
25. 1 find that others are reluctant to get as close to me as I would like. 1 2 
26. I prefer not to depend on others. 1 2  
27. I know that others will be there when I need them. 1 2  
28.1 worry about others not accepting me. 1 2  
29. Romantic partners often want me to be closer than I feel comfortable being. 

1 2  
30. I find it relatively easy to get close to others. 1 2  



PART 1: 
Pîease indicote the ment you apee or disagree with the following statemenafiw each 
parent. 

-4 -3 -2 - 1 O 1 2 3 4 
stronyly moderat ely neutral rnoderately stronyly 
disagree disagree agree agree 

Mot her Father 
1 can count on my parent to help me out, if 1 have some kind of problem 
My parent keeps pushing me to do my best in whatever 1 do - - 
My parent keeps pushing me to think independently -- 
My parent helped me with my school work if there was somethiny 

1 didn't understand -- 
When rny parent wanted me to do something they explained why -- 

When 1 got a good grade in school. my parent praised me 
When I got a poor grade in school my parent encouraged 

me to try harder? 
My parent reaiiy knew who my fiiends were 
My parent spent tirne just talking with me 

My parent nzed to know where L went at night 
My parent really knew where 1 went at Nght 

My parent tried to know what I did in my free time 
My parent rrdb knew what I did in my spare time 

My parent tried to know where I was in afternoons afker school -- 
My parent renlly knew where I was in aflemoons d e r  school -- 

On school nights (Sun-Thun) I was m t  allowed out past 8:OOpm -- 
On weekends (Fn-Sat) I was nut allowed out past 9:OOpm -- 

ÿthere is anything else about the re fatior~ship you huve with your parents y m  wish to te11 
us, or ym wish to eIubora~e on a point we jtrsl touched upn, pieuse write about i f  beiuw, 
or on the back. 



APPENDIX C 

Voluntnry lnformed Consent Form 
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Voluntary Informed Consent Fom 

hrpuse of the Reseutch: 
As a part of my Masters thesis at Laurentian University, under the supervision of 

Dr. Bnan Bigelow, 1 am looking at different relationships between adolescents/young- 
adults and their parents. I will be questionhg both adolescents and young adults in order 
to gain insight into their side of this relationship. The results of this research will help us 
to better understand the different irtfiuences which have a significant impact on this 
complex relationship. We hope in the fùture to explore some of these iduences further. 
My Romise to You: 
As the researcher, 1 promise you: 

- that 1 will always maintain the confidence you have entrusted to me, 
- that your responses will be useful to me in this research, 
- that you may withdraw from the research at any time 
- that you may skip or avoid any questions that you choose, 
- that your completed questionnaire and i n t e ~ e w  will be kept 
confidential at di times, and 

- that a complete set of results and explanations will be provided to you 
at the completion of this research (estirnated to be Apnl 1997). 

Your In volvement: 
As a participant, will you: 

- please take a few minutes to complete the questionnaire, 
- please feel fiee to explain or comment in as much detail as you wish, 
- please sign this forrn below indicating your consent to participate, and 
take a copy for yourself so you can reach me in the future for results. 

Thank y w  for your time und invdvement in this research. 

1 have read the above and give my consent to participate in this research. 

Date: Name: 

You cm reach me at: 
Brad Roberts 
Center for Research In Human Development 
Laurentian University, Rarnsey Lake Road, Sudbury P3E-2C6. 
1-705-675- 1 15 1 ex. 423 5 or at my home at 1-705-52 1-0542 
e-mail: G 1 700044@nickel. laurentianca 



APPENDIX D 

Conflict Categories 



Codict Categories: 

Finances 

C hores 

Appearance 

concems regarding spending habits, havindgetting a job, eaming 
rnoney, budgeting, being responsible with money, and spending 
behaviours, etc. 

maintainhg family duties and responsibilities such as doing the 
dishes, cleaning, snow removal, walking the dog, setting the table, 
etc. 

concems regarding acceptable standards of dress or appearance 
includinp hair. jewelry. makeup usage, condition or style of clothes, 
etc. 

Personality/ concerns regarding consistent imtating personality traits or 
Behavioural Style behaviourai styles such as being excitable, hyperactive, stubborn, 

profane lan y age, adolescents lifestyle, talking back, being rude, 
taste in music. being imesponsible, etc. 

HomeworWSchool concerns reyarding doing homework, not obtaining acceptable 
Achievement grades, not foiiowing an acceptable educational path, not choosing 

a good career, parents not understanding your education, level of 
difficulty, time required, etc. 

Interpersonal concems regarding getting dong with others such as fighting with 
Relations siblings or friends, hitting, arguing, teasing, or hurting, etc. 

Regulation of regdation of one's choice of friends, decisions regarding when to 
Interpersonal see friends, participation in social activities such as parties or 
Activities clubs, time spent with fmily (versus fiiends/social activities), etc. 

Bedtime and Curfew concems regarding appropriate times to be home afler school, 
home in the evening, phone cut off times, or in bed, etc. 

Health and Hygiene concerns regarding diet, health, hygiene, smoking, alco hol, or 
dnigs, etc. 

Regulation of 
Activities 

concems regarding choice or timing of activities such as tirne on the 
phone, time spent watching TV, engaging in after school activities 
or sports, going shopping, age to begin dnving, dnving distances/ 
weather, number of hours permitted to work per week, church 
attendance, etc. 
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Respect and T ~ s t  issues such as parents believing you over others, you lying, 
respecting you as a person, privacy of phone calls, your room, 
general courtesy, respecting your opinions/decisions, parents 
overprotectiveness if related to  "tnist", etc. 

Parents Lifestyle your concems over parents drinkhg, marital affairs, arguments 
between them, divorce, remarriagdchoice of new partnerkomrnon- 
law, prejudice, threats, yelling, hypocnsy, violence, temper, etc. 

Moving Out Issues issues arising over the timing of moving out, location, reasons for, 
returning home afler leaving, roommates, going away to school 
(venus staying home), etc. 

ParentfAdolescent concems over communication (or lack of) between parents and 
Communication adolescents, inappropriate communications (them involving you in 

their marital problems), methods of communication (guilt trips, 
nagging etc.), discipline methods, parents picking favountes 
between siblinps, etc. 

Regdation of issues arising fiom use of family car, home or cottagdcamp, ability 
Family Asset s to borrow items fiom home to use and retum in a short time, etc. 

Regulation of Sema1 concems regarding dating such as when allowed to start, whom to 
Activities date, parents approval of your date, sexuai expenences, sexual 

orientation, rnoving in with boy/girifriend, mariage, issues related 
to birth control, etc. 

ûther idiosyncratic conflicts (e.g. purchase of a pet, how child treats their 
own children trouble with the law, death of famiiy member, f d y  
moves, etc.) 
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